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Former Governor Curry Urges Department of Justice Will Many More Wounded.
Followers of Madero
Find Out What There
Sending "Immediate Statehood" Telegrams.
Is to It.
'

.

Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: dleofes Romero, ward-- ;
en of the penitentiary, convicts' earnings, $1281.55; Jackson Agee, treasurer
of Grant county, $4222.15;
James
Sutherland, treasurer of Chaves counW.
H.
7134.59;
ty,
Merchant,
treasurer of Eddy county, $4,806.75:
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
.qable, $5. Total $17,450.04.

Miners' Hospital.
The board of directors of the terrl-toria-f
Miners' Hospital at Raton, has
organized by electing E. C. Crampton,
president; C. N. Blackwell, vice pre-- ,
sident; and A. R. Stretcher, secre- ;,

r.

" ;
,24 More Physicians.
more physicians for
New Mexico! That '.. number Z were
passed by the New Mexico Board of
Examiners which met at the Capioi
this week. These ,new disciples of
Aesculapius were educated in various
parts of- - the country and Jiave come
to New Mexico either for their health
or that of others.
. The Bar Examination.
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena,
who is secretary of the Board of Bar

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, July 13. Following closely on the criminal action
against the retail lumber dealers of
acthe west and the civil anti-trution against the retailers of the east,
the government now has determined
upon a thorough inquiry into the
meethods of wholesaling of lumber.
' The National Lumber Manufacturof which Edward
ers Association
Hines of Chicago is past president,
and a director, probably will be one
of the first investigated.
Western and Southern Lumbermen.
.Attorney General Wickersham, it is
said, intends to push these investigations of the retailing and wholesaling methods, while, the civil , suit

Forty New

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Pueblo, Mexico, July 13. Three
soldiers of the 29th battalion and a
number of Maderistas, estimated as
high as thirty, were killed, and many
others injured in a battle between the.
two forces which raged in the streets
of this city from 11 o'clock last night
until 7 o'clock this morning. Forty

Maderistas are prisoners in barracks

of Saragosa battalion.
Machine Gun Clears Streets.'
Puebla, Mex., July 13. The Made- ristos from the bull pen barracks at
tacked the federals and forced them
back into their uarters. A scattering fire, was kept up all night. At
daybreak, the' 29th battalion, came
-
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Mexico' Will Come Into Forests In New Hampshire Total Rainfall This Year Has Investigating Committee Finds
Mountains Are Also Being
Been 9.44 Inches. Other
Him Guilty, Attorney General
.Condition.
Wet Years
Destroyed.
Approves.

the Union Without Any.

to- the rescue of the other federals
eastern states retail and used a machine gun to clear th?
against
s
attack, the Mader-lsto- s
lumber , dealers association, and the streets.
fled, leaving a large number of
criminal indictments against 14 secretaries of as many retail associa- wounded and dead in the streets.
Drunken Rebels to Blame.
tions of the west are pending.
Puebla Mex., July 13. The fightTwelve constituent
organizations
which are said to control largely the ing ceased only when Governor
appeared with a white flag ana
manufacture of lumber from 'logs, compleaded for peace. A special train
pose the National Lumber Manufac- with
Francisco I. Madero on board
turers' 'Association. E. 3. Griggs, of
arrived in the city soon after the
of
Tacoma, Washington, is president
is alleged that
the association; R. H. Van Sant of bajttle began,. It,
Examiners, stated today that all ap-- , Ashland, Ky., J. A. Freeman, of Ta- drunken Maderistos made an attack
pllcants for admission to the New coma, George K. Smith of St. Louis on the penitentiary with dynamite
bombs in an effort to release the priMexico Bar should tie In Santa Fe by
and Leonard Bronson of Tacoma are soners The
Saragosa troops stationAugust 15 when the examination will its other officers.
g'
ed close by opened fire.
be held in the supreme court room
Lumbermen from the western and
Riot "at Tlaxcala.
of the capitol. The papers for this
Mexico City, July 13. It is reportexamination have been gone over by southern states comprise its board of
directors and governors .. .
ed that a riot occurred at Tlaxcala
the examiner.
Increased Lumber Prices.
yesterday as the result of an attempt
Federal Agent at Albuquerque.
Chao-maWith a view of investigating cer k Washington, D. C, July 13. It hfs by Maderistos to kill Felipe
been
who
an
the
retail
lumber
insurrectionist
by
represented
leader,
tain conditions which are alleged to'
dealers who have been under fire 'by had the support of the Federal garexist, or to have existed in Albuquer- the ' government that the manuf ac- rison.
.
que in restraint of trade, a representative of the Department of Com- turers were maintaining agreements
the manufacture of lum- INTERNATIONAL STEEL
merce and Labor is In Albuquerque that
:
TRUST TO BE INVESTIGATED
from Washington. The federal agent,-i- t ber so as to increase the demand
is understood, is working, inde- - and the prices, that there have jeen
to
the
monopilze
supply of Department of Justice Undertakes
pendently of any local federal off- attempts
Task of Probing Brussels Confericials and will report direct to the De- certain Kinas oi lumDer in certain
sections of the country and that in
ence.
partment in Washington '
some sections a uniform price has (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Convict Killed by Lightning.
a ftmvSpt wording been maintained which resulteld In Washington, D. C, Jully 13 The inPedro
.:. on
the road at Tecolote, between increasing' the prices' twenty per vestigation of the Brussels conferee
Santa Fe and Las Vegas, was killed Icub xxx iuc ittai iwu jeais ill lujtt xaKV vestigation of the Brussels conference
of a decreasing aemana.
of stele men which it has been preby lightning on Monday afternoon.
dicted may bring about an internaHe was preparing the meal for the
tional combination to control the steel
evening when struck dead. There FIGHT FOR PRESIDENCY
EDUCATIONTL ASSOCIATION. of he world, will be undertaken by
was a small round hole in the top of
V
the Department of Justice.
his head. Robertte was 26 years of
J
age, a native of Italy and was serv- Nominating Committee by Vjote 27 to
20 Proposes Carroll G. P'earce.
ing an eighteen months sentence
from Socorro for assault with a
deadly weapon with intent to kill. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) BAILEY WOOL
San Francisco, Calif., Jul 13 The
He had only 26 days more to serve
when death overtook him.
nominating committee of th National
Education Association toda.y nominaProtest Filed.
AMENDMENT LOST
D. ted Carroll G. Pearce, superintendent
Territorial Engineer Charles
Miller heard a protest this morning of schools of Milwaukee, to, succeed
in rival applications over the use Mrs. Ella Flagg Young at Chicago;
of the water of Pajarito creek. The as president of the association. '
Victory jSo Decisive That
protest was filed by Hon. Charles H. The vote was 27 to 20. )
Vote Was Not Even
Mr. Pearce is the insurgent can
Judge
Kohn, through his attorney
Recorded Edward A. Mann and briefs will be didate for president. Tme vote by
Herman Gerhardt which he was nominated shows a
, submitted later.
as the inthe "rival" of Mr. Kohn in the mat-et- strength not
gVeajt
was represenetd by Attorney V. surgents had anticipated.
WAVED
SHIRT IS
BLOODY
The Gerhardt applicaW. Moore.
Insurgent Elected.
tion is No. 538. Mr. Gerhardt wishes San Francisco, Calif. , July 13.
to use the waters near Tucumcari Caroll Gardner Pearsje, superintend- Senator Williams Takes Up
and Mr. Kohn near Montoya. Ten ent of schools in Milwaukee, Wis.,
Cudgel on Behalf of
thousand acres is the amount of land was elected president hf the National
Confederacy.
each wishes to irrigate.
Education Association! He was the
George Curry at' Capitol.
Insurgent candidate.
Former Governor
George
Curry
Washington, D C, July 13. The
was at the capitol this morning calwoolen amendment to the CaBailey
RIOTS
SPUR
DISTRICT
ling on officials and spent some time'
nadian
reciprocity treaty providing
ATTORNEY
TO
ACTION.
;
in the office . of Attorney General
for a reduction of all wool duties to
said:
Mr.
Frank W. Clancy.
Curry
Knickerbocker 'ice ctompany Accused thirty per cent ad valorem was de"We want staethood and It seems to
feated in the Senate today without a
of Conducting Business, in Res
me that it is wise to state that in the
rnll nail..''of
traint
Trade,
tolegram8 sent to Washington and
Senator Bailey said he considered
4NOT to harp on the passage of a cerit a waste of time todelay the Senate'
Leased
Wbre
to
New
(By
special
Mexican)
n
Floodresolu-tiotain tain resolution say" the
New York, N. Y., Jjuly 13. The dis- with a record vote.
or any other. , Just say we "rant
Wave Bloody Shirt...
:
trict
attorney and tine city police toimmediate J statehood."
statehood,
July 13. A char-- ,
Several officials are said to be work- - day began investigations of the: Knic- acterizatlon of theC,confederacy
as an
Ice Company, which does
kerbocker
.
ing hard at their typewriting
Senator Heyburn
cause"
far
the
ice
"Infamous
by
business
by
here.
largest
s
spinning out lengthy
The charge is that . the
of Idaho, brought from Sena tor, Wil
to Senator Smith and others.
"Ice Trust" has withheld ice from liam of Mississippi a bitter rebukes in
Miliar
.
Back.
Engineer
j
Territorial Engineer C. D. Miller has Independent dealern during the re- the Senate today.
cent prolonged hot Weather, in other
"But tor the parliamentary rules
. returned' after a lengthy and importMr. Wilant trip through 'the Territory, visit- words, ofconducted itfe business in res that restrain me" declared
traint
trade.
liams, "I would have a tew words to
ing many places and holding consulIce riots in the ti enement districts say about the kind of human being
tations .about a number of projects.
He was the guest of honor at a ban- whete during soma of the hottest in whose heart such thoughts can exir k
poor found it almost impos st."-:
,::'.;.
quet given at Demlng on - Sunday days the
to buy even tile- - smallest quan
Davis B6dy Guard on Roll.
evening. Sunday afternoon he at sible
of
humble
desired
ice
'for
their
tended a meeting oi a image com-- " tity
Washington, D. C, July 13. Senator
mittee at Silver City , which wishes needs, attracted attention to the Williams had asked to have 'Jim"
, congress to appropriate
from $50,000 situation and spurred the authorities Jones, the
negro who had
to $100,000 for the construction of a to quick action
been Jefferson Davis' body .guard, end
bridge across the Gila. River. Mr.
In whose custody the seal of the ConMiller lookedvover the project Sat JIM FLYNN ANDCURL
federacy was entrusted, retained on
;
MORRIS lARE MATCHED, the Senate pay roll as a laborer.
urday Mr. Miller was at Elephant
Butte. He also , visited Bluewater,
.
Senator Heyburn acquiesced In the
Valencia county, and talked, with re- Any Club 4n An Eastern City Mak retention Of the negro for bis service
Com-presentatives of the Bluewater
ing Beat Offer Will Get the Pre
formerly given to the Senate, "but not
pany which wiir do some reconstruc-- .
posed Bout
to the glory of an
'.fe--.-I because of loyalty
A::. .:.
tion wore Mr: Miller says that other
infamous cause."
f;;.''Santa
besides
of
leased
(By
Special
the Territory
Wlf, to Mew If eUowl
parts
The Senate sustained Williams by
Fe are receiving copious rains and Chicago,: BV toyT13.-i- m
Flynn a vote of 37 to 18, leaving Jones on
''Jokingly added: .''Are they pumping of Pueblo, who is ttofr in this city, and
a year as a laborer.
any more at Demlng? I should say uari juorns, the qidahoma "White theMr.payroll at $720following
his hitter
Heyburn,
.:
not; the problem there is drainage Hope" will meet in Vhe ring as soon
as ome;,ciilh comes to the front with haltercatlon with Mr. Wllllami voted
Just now!"
s . w .
against the negro.
an effort to stage th4 contest
'
.
,'
GATES HAD GOOD NIGHT
That much was decided last night
Murderer to Be Hanged."
BUT 18 WORSE TODAY. wnen jriynn met Morris' manager,
, ,
'
f '
and 'discussed plans feor the bout
At Kiowa, Colorado, yesterday, Geo,
"L Paris,' July lo. Although he had a
From .the present fbutlook, the men King was sentenced to hang, and John
:
relatively .good night, the condition' ot win decide the matter of supremacy Fields, to life Imprisonment: for the
John W. Gates, this morning was less in an eastern ring, krobably in Kew murder , of Peter Jackson, a wealthy
xora.
i favorable.
farmer.
Twenty-fou- r

-
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Rain, rain, rain.
(By Special Leased Vrire o New Mexican
There seems to be no let up, as
Ont., July 13. SuperinToronto,
Si
tendent Black of the Temiskaning & Santa Feans found this morning
Washington, D. C, july 13.
Northern Ontario Railroad at North when they were returning from the
X Delegate W. H. Andrews was at
X the White House today jn the in-Bay, states that fires in the Porcupine publ uuicu khu meir letters ana pa-- j
; district are now under control.
terests of immediate statehood.
icis uuutir luetr arms.
A. D. Miles, construction engineer
The wet spell began Thursday,
X The president has again, reiter- for the Great Dane Mine estimates June 29 and has practically had its
ated that he would not sign the
the loss of life at two hundred.
sway here every day since.
X Flood resolution as passed by
Billows of Fire.
Yesterday was a fine day but after
X the house nor as amended in
Toronto, Ont., July 13. Vest bil supper the skies grew threatening,
5t the Senate majority report. He
lows of fire, miles in length, continued the lightning made its appearance
X declared he would sign only the
X provision of the minority re- today to roll through the camps, woods across the heavens and then the rain
and brush of the Porcupine Mining dis peitea tne streets for an hour or
X port. He now insists on a
trict of this province and the regions more.
X straight approval of the New
So well has Jupiter Pluving been
to the north. Unverified reports conX Mexico constitution. . He also
tinue to swell the number of fatalities. working the season that Weather
X declares that he will perform
Some estimates are as high as five Observer C. E. Linney finds we are
X no act to admit Arizona, until
hundred dead. The financial losses .89 inches above the average rain
X the voters of that territory at
represent a huge sum. Only with the fall up to this time of the year, or
X the state election for state of- for six and a half months. The rain
return ot life expeditions and the
X fleers eliminate the recall of
fall in 1911 has been 9.44 inches
ser
of
railroad
telegraph
X judges. He wants New Mexi-the average is only 6.55 Inches.
while
contiwill
full
extent
of
the
the
vice
co and Arizona to know these
The total amouit of rainfall - in
nuing disaster be accurately known.
X facts.
to today Is 1.19 inches. This
More details of death and suffering July up
X
The Senate committee will
has even the rainy and snowy month
miraculous
also
of
with
those
escapes
X probably soon hold a meeting
cf February "beat to a frazzle" for
were learned today as refugees reach
X to approve the Nelson substi- in February there was only 1.99 Ined points of safety whre communicaX tute and recommend that It be
ches of rain.
not
been
tion
had
disturbed.
X passed by the Senate. The indiThe statistics for the ' different
Many have died in isolation; miners months are as follows:
X cations are numerous thai, the
huddled in shafts have perished; fire
X Nelson substitute will be acceot- January 0.45.
has overwhelmed whole families and
X
d by the House and signed by
February 1.99.
Men
left.
charred
are
remains
only
X the president. At least one
March 0.67.
,
women and children, domestic, and
X' new star for the flag is certaiu.
April 0.48.
animals were standing together
May 1.00.
XXXXXXXXXXXSXXX& wild
for hours in swamps, while the flemes
June 0.66.
raged over the country.
July 4.19, and perhaps more to fol
CLOUDBURST FLOODS LOWER
In some cases they sunk at last to low. '
PART OF TELLURIDE. death,
This makes the total 9.44 inches.
partly suffocated and then
drowned. Others have weathered the
Other Wet Julys.
Wall of Water Four Feet High Sweeps fiery storm, standing in streams and
Is this the rainiest July in the hist
Down San Miguel Canon And
putlng out into the lakes in boats and ory of Santa Fe? It may prove such
Covers Valleys.
canoes.
but the rain horse has some more
Many of the people report that they stepping to do to eclipse the record
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) saw a number of persons on the docks of July in 1875 for then the total rain
Telluride, Colo., July 13. A cloud when the lumber piles began to crum fall was 6.1. Other wet Julys were:
burst in the country north of here ble and fall into the
water but among 1S76, 5.43; 1881, 4.71; 1893, 4.78;
early this morning sent a wall four the Au Sable and Oscada refugees 1896, 3.78V' 1899, 4.71.
feet high down the San Miguel River, none have been found who had been There is lots of talk about the ter
and imperiled the lives jf scores of on the docks. The more conserva- ribly wet summer of five years ago,
persons in tne lower part of town.
tive, however, believe that all were or the summer of 1906 but the sta
tistics show that July the wettest
Many were rescued from second saved.
.
month of that summer and probably
story windows by men on horseback.
Stood in Cold Water Three Hours.
Considerable minor damage has been
Toronto, July 13. It is stated by that year was only 3.72 inches of rain
done and the river is at the highest one of the owners of the best known to the good; August 1.84 and Sepn
point in twenty years.
of the Porcupine mines that the fin- tember 1.71 Inches. June of 1906
No drownings have been reported, ancial losses are grossly over estimat was only .51 Inches.
How About Last Year.
although considerable sections of ed.
the lower valley are flooded.
arrived Last year the total rainfall in July
A train from North Bay
includhere today bringing 22 refugees from was .82 inches and in August of
the
cloudburst
Aug
ing
splendid
Porcupine, mainly Toronto people.
fall was 1.91 inches.
a ust 4th the total
I McDonald Wardop of- Hamilton,
In August 1881 however the water
ARE
nephew of Lieutenant Governor
flowed freely to the tune of 6.28 in
was among them.
ches.
The report has spread that I was
It is a Problem.
,
killed, he said but I saved myself by
to Weather Observer
According
about
to
water
the
along with
taking
Linney the scientists have no expla500 others and standing in the cold nation
why there should be so much
water for over three hours. Many be- rain one summer and so little anothCarnarvon in Festival Attire came so numb with the cold that they er nor do they know! which
year to
Greets King, Queen and went under.
look for It in advance. "It is a proFour Bodies Found.
blem which has not been solved, al
Prince of Wales
The Number o burned bodies found though much study has been given
at Oscada and Au Sable was four.
to it."
Reports received today from the
INVESTED
INSI6NIA region between Alpena and Sheboygan
BOY SACRIFICES DOGS
indicate that the town of Milleisburg
TO APPEASE DEMON.
was almost entirely destroyed Tuesday
Entrance to Castle Was Made By night and half
of Tower is gone.
Denver Lad Claims That Spirit Called
V, R. Riggs of Kansas City, anothWay of Ancient Water
Upon Him to Atone for
er of the party .said: "A great num
Gate.
Wrong Doing.
Holof
ber
people were saved at the
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
linger property. That place was like
Denver, Colo., July 13. Claiming
Carnarvon, Wales, July 13. In the an oasis in the desert'. Quite a. large
that a demon spirit had followed him
old castle of Carnarvon today the area had been cleared
by the owners
young Prince of Wales was invested and they had water pumps which for days, calling upon him to atone
for his wrong-doinby offering a dog
with the insignia of his high office.
were saved.'
an altar of flames, Roy
upon
spirit
The town, in festal attire, made a
I am sure there were about 4100
d
negro boy,
Holiday and drew within its borders refugees from all directions there Bradley, an
yesterday captured a high breed Japthousands of Welshmen from the besides the Hollinger employes."
" ' C
anese pointer and burned him. in an
surrounding country.
All the party agreed that the esti
Their majesties and the Prince re mate ot 300 lives lost was not exces ash pit.
The tlog w.as the property of Dr.
ceived an enthusiastic reception.
r
sive.
Shirato, Japanese missionary In Den
King George and Queen Mary, with
Women ad Children Drown.
the Prince, came on the royal yacht
At South Porcupine, 600 people ver, and had been imported from Jap
Victoria and Albert from Ireland, to sought refuge in the lake. Of these an three weelts ago.
The boy admitted that other animals
Holyhead. .
two hundred persons, many of them
The Prince entered the' castle at women, with children, in their arms had been sacrificed to appease the
the ancient water gate 'on the sea lost their lives, according to a' priv spirits.
front
ate message received here from W.
The party proceeded to a platform A. Charlton of Haileybury, a pros- NEW MEXICO VOLUNTEER
in the center of the Great Inner pector.
DEAD AT DENVER
Court yard, where the investiture
West Dome representatives in ToI
took place.,..
ronto, have received telegrams giving Jesse W. Elliott, Mine Prospector and
the total number of Heaths at that One of Kit Carson's Scouts, Drops
From Heart Failure.
REVENUE OFFICERS
place at 25, including Robert A. Weiss
CHARGED WITH BRIBERY. superintendent of the mine, Mrs. (By Special Lea&ed Wtra to New Mexican)
Weiss and Miss. Weiss.
Denver, Colo., July 13. Jesse ElFires In Maine Wilderness.
Twenty-On- e
liott, pioneer mine operator of Colo
Employes of Butterlne
Manufacturers Are Alsolmpll- - ' .
Portland, Maine, July 13. Forest rado and Utah, and one of Kit Car
fires in the Maine wilderness and New son's Indian exterminators, is dead
eated.
mountains, continue to at Salt Lake. Death was due to
(By Special Leasea Wire to New Mexifcan) Hampshire
Chicago, Hi, July 13 Two revenue burn unchecked. Fire is within six heart disease. Mr. Elliot was a nat
Jackman. South ive of Indiana. In 1862 he enlisted
officers and a former government of- miles of the town-oficer are charged with accepting bri Windsor and Cape Neddick are also In the First Regiment New Mexico
'
volunteers under Colonel Carson and
.
bes in Indictments returned by a fed imperilled.
t
Mount
'iv'V
veral grand Jury today.
Moriapa, one of .the conspi- served until 1865.
Twentq-onofficers and . employes cuous Peaks of the White Mountains,
Revival . of Lumber Camp Thomas
of ,v; butterlne
manufacturers are is a blazing beacon!
Fire almost completely surrounds F. Oaylord of Indiana, who was here
charged with conspiracy to defraud the
government out of butterlne taxes, the village of South Watehoro which the past few days, has signed contracts which will mean the. revival of
the bribery of government Officials, it already has suffered heavily,
the lumber camps on the Ramon Vigil
is charged, being part of the controSt Jerome fn" Ruins.
St. Jerome, Quebec, July 13. Twen grant for a period of five years at
sv'.::-- versy,
families are homeless here least and also a continuation of dry
It is thought however, to insure the
nomination of eleven vice presidents and the entire "business portion of the farming experiments. A post office
and the treasurer who are eompromt town is in ruins as the result ot a fire is to be reestablished at Buckman on
which swept across it late yesterday. the Denver and Rid Grande railroad,
sed in the remainder of
18 miles west of Santa Fe, under a
Northern .Mlchlsan Aflame.
,.,
slate. ::f, '; ...;.'''-'Bay City, Mich, July 13. The vil new and more distinctive name howChicago. HI.," July 13. Tke govern
ment is said to have lost hundreds lage of Waters, in Otsego county, ever, so as to Indicate that it is at the
entrance to the most wonderful cllft
of thousands of dollars jfty the al"
(Continued on Page Uht) , dwelling region In the world.
;
leged frauds
Special to the New Mexican.
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(By Special Leaded Wire to Xew Mexican)
Washington, D. C, July 13 Dr.
Harvey W. Wiley, pure food expert
and chief of the bureau of
chemistry
and eheif of the Bureau of
Chemistry
of the Department of
Agriculture and
one of the most widely known officials
in the government sen-ice- ,
has been
condemned by the committee on personnel of the Department o Agriculture with a rocemmedation to President Taft that he be
"permitted to
resign."
Attorney General Wickersham, in
an opinion on the case, submitted to
the President, recommends
approval
of the committee's action.
It is charged against Dr. Wiley that
he permitted an arrangement to be
made with Dr. H. H. Russby, a recognized pharmacogncsist, of Columbia
University, New York, for compensation in excess of that allowed by law.
It is claimed that the arrangement
was to put Dr. Rusby on the nay roll
of the Department at $1,600 a year,
as an employe of the Bureau of
Chemistry, and agreement being made
with him that he should be called
upon only to perform such service

as this salary would compensate for
at the rate of $20 a day for laboratory
investigations and $50 per day for attendance in court.
Attorney General Wickersham held
that the law permitted the payment
of only $11 a day. The Committee and
also recommend
Attorney General
that Dr. Rushby be permitted to re
sign, that Dr. L. F. Kebler, Chief ot
the Division of Drugs in the Department of Agriculture, be reduced and
that Dr. W. D. Bigelow, assistant chief
of the Bureau of Chemistry, also be
given an opportunity to resign.
President Taft, it was learned latei
today, has forwarded all of the papers in the case to Dr. Wiley, and will
take no action until he receives a
personal statement from him.
It Is known that the President has
the highest regard for the pure food
expert and for his administration of
the Bureau of Chemistry.
Dr. Wiley has been attacked almost
constantly since the pure food law
went into effect.
It has been claimed by the interests
affected that Dr. Wiley's rulings have
been undue and harsh. Dr. Wiley
has regarded Dr. Rusby as one of his
most valuable assistants in the task
of enforcing the pure food and drug
act.
Dr. Rusby received all the papers
in the case several days ago and has
made his reply public in New York
last night, but it had not reached
In this reWashington early today.
ply, however, he is quoted as saying
he did not seek nor desire the work
in the Department of Agriculture.
He charges that there was a one
sided presentation of the case to tha
bias of opinion.
President Taft, before acting on
the case, it is sasid, will grant a
hearing to all involved and will be
guided only by his own Judgment

Wiley

Not

Flustered. '

PROMINENT DEMOCRAT DEAD
AT WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN.
Was National Committeeman and
One Time Candidate for
U. 8. Senator.

'

fV

7

ft.

Jv

J.

"

,'

"

graduated from the University of Wisconsin in 1885. Cn October 5, 1887,
he married Mary E. Bannon of Waukesha, Wisconsin. He was a Democratic candidate for the U. S. Senate in
1899.
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Waukesha, Wis., July 13. Timothy
E. Ryan, former National Democratic
committeeman of Wisconsin died this
afternon after a lingering illness.
Timothy E. Ryan, lawyer by profession, was born in Washington county.
New York, on January 10, 1859. He

X

7

"'4

not advise any one ' to
wait around my office to see me put
out There is no telling how long
that will be" said Dr. Wiley today
when asked for a statement
"Do I look frightened
about this
matter? AH I know is that a ; copy
of the charges was served on me
about a week ago, and I will make
reply to them through Secretary Wilson to the President. Until the latter sees fit to make the statement
public I have nothing further to say
In the matters."
Protest Against Dismissal.
Washington, D. C, July 13. Dr. Rusby said that he had no means ' of
knowing that the arrangement made
with him was irregular In any way.
He said he seemed to be regarded by
the department as a conscript and resented the idea that he could be dismissed in disgrace for reluctantly doing work which interfered with his
regular employment.
Mr. Wiley has not resigned and so
far there has been no request for his
It is believed that with
resignation.
the publication of the technical
charges against him there will be, a
great wave of protest against his proposed dismissal.
"I would
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WAITING FOR YOU.
OP VACATION'S.
(Charles Irvln Junkin In Puck.)
Down by the shord where the breezes
will blow,
Fresh from the sea, with its ebb and
A SONG

,

The Little Store

its

flow,

Smelling of oysters and scraps of old
fish.
Fragrant with chowder and other salt
dish,
Stands the hotel, and the chief and'
his crew,
Skinem and Bitem, are waiting for
you!

DENVER BREAD

eral passenger Agent Wadleigh, Division Superintendent Barnes
and
ether officials of the Denver and Rio
Grande. The Aztec ruins were also
visited. The tour of the orchards
was made in automobiles.
Jailer

is

Jailed.

Agosto Armendariz, night jailer at
El Paso, was arrested at Juarez while
fighting and spent Sunday night in the
Juarez jail despite the pleas of his
friends who offered bond.

SHE WAS 8MOTHERING
Rockford, Ala. Mrs. M. C. Paschal,
of this place, says: "I was taken
with nervous prostration, and had
headache, backache, pains in my
right side, and smothering spells. I
called In physicians to treat my case,
but without relief. Finally, I tried
Cardui, and it gave perfect satisfaction. I recommended it to every sick
woman." Are you weak, tired, worn-out- ?
Do you suffer from any of the
pains peculiar to weak women? Cardui has a record of over fifty years In
relieving such troubles, and will certainly benefit you. It prevents those
frequent headaches, and keeps you
and
up, out of bed, feeling fresh
happy. Try Cardui.

Regulars to Camp at Cloudcroft.
Colonel E. Z. Steever of the Fourt'n
the Cavalry U. S. A., is inspecting the
Up in the mountains, beneath
blue sky,
country around Cloudcroft, ' Otero
Rocks, and the eagle, and everything county, to select a camping ground
lor the Fourth Cavalry.
high,
Stunning old pines, and the hemlock
at Albuquerque for carrying a revoland ash,
Rev. A. Rabeyrolle Officiated.
rooms for the
Father Adrian Rabeyrolle, formerly ver and stealing rides on freight
of Santa Fe, officiated yesterdav at cars.
j
cash,
t
,
Stands the Bird Inn, and I'm telling Las Vegas at the wedding o Miss
you true,
Selling the Wight Sheep.
Margaret Roth and Walter D Rogers,
Bleeden and Soakem are waiting for tiis latter of Texas
County Judge Dixon yesterday Issued an order at Denver for the sale
yu!
:..-..
of
19,000 head of sheep in Union coun-at
Albuquerque.
Asphalt
esto
the
New
Mexico,
belonging
ty,
owners
Out on the farm where the chickens
Merchants and property
on Central Avenue and Second street, tate of the late Frederick D. Wight, j
and ducks
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone Ne. 40.
Turn out the eggs with the quacks Albuquerque, will meet tonight to The price will be in excess of $38,500. j
and the clucks;
petition the city authorities to asALL CASH PURCHASES.
TICKETS WITH
WE GIVE REGISTER
j
Asked for Reduced Pay.
Onions and radishes, limas and corn, phalt those two streets.
Rev. G. A. Munro of Grand June- Mother's own pie, and, as sure as
tlon Colorado, asked the First Con--'
you're born,
Juries Selected.
and quite ready to
Six hundred' names of Bernalillo gregational church to reduce his salRight
"do,"
county ciitzens have been selected ary from $l00 to $1500 because the
Pickem and Pluckem are waiting for for jury duty by C. O. Cushman, Louis congregation1', was benind financially
raised
you!
Springer and A. B. McGaffey, who it's parishioners Immediately,
go- enough money to pay all debts and
compose the jury commission.
Go whre you will for vacation or
refused to reduce the preacher's
"
i
sport,
,
salary.
?
Stabbed With Hat Pin.
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
Start away long you will stumble Lotus Mathews, aged 24, was stabback
Bar Tender Among Assailants.
bed with a hatpin twelve times at
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS- - CAKES Pockebookshort,
Bar Tender Luis Rafanelli, Luis
empty; but listen and Denver, by Juanita Jamison and will
learn
die.
The Jamison woman was ar- Giacomelli and Paul Giacomelll have
Winter Is coming, and tables will rested.
The two women had been been arrested at Albuquerque on the
turn,
charge of assault with t intent to kill
quarreling.
Pluckem and Pickem will turn up in
upon Cristopher Sganzlni, formerly
of Santa Fe. A fourth Warrant betown,
Fight Over Railroad Taxes.
Then we will get them and do them
The old fight of the Santa Fe sys- lieved to be for Paul Rh'pda, Is out
tem with the county of Las Animas, but the arrest has not been, made as
up brown!
PHONE 191 BLACK
Colo., over tax matters has been re yet. Sganzini will recover! although
opened. The company has offered to .at first his injuries were deemea
nav $12,500 while the countv demands fatal.
AROUND THE STATE
$16,500.
Dying Man Kicked.
In the rial at Kiowa, Colorado1,, of
Murderer Returns.
Fighting Extradition.
After four years of roaming In Can- George King and John Fields for tthi
Pablo Yordi, wanted for robbing the ada and Mexico, Oliver MoClure re- murder of Peter Jackson, an aged and
bank of Jalisco, Guadalajara, is at El turned to Kansas City and was
farmer near Ramah. Fielchs
Paso fighting extradition.
that Jackson after he hatl
testified
of
block
a
arrested
within
.
promptly
where he is alleged to have killed been shot kicked and floundered
Suspected of Robbery.
around so much in his blood that King
Judge Albert in 1907.
Geronlmo Alvarez was arrested at
ordered Fields to use the axe. Fields
El Paso on suspicion that he robbed
then, according to his testimony, "hit
Return From Guadalupe Island.
be
rooming house in the Pass City.
Sheriff Charles L. Ballard and J. W. him in the back of the head with the
Stockard have returned to Roswel! axe blade and knocked out his brains."
Held for Toting Pistol.
from a "roughing it" trip to Lower Fields then took Jackson's money and
Daniel Moreno is in jail at El Paso California
Island gave it to King.
and Guadalupe
for carrying a pistol and discharging They intend to lease the island from
.
You
It
(Continued on Page Three.V
the Mexican government.

"The Best

I

Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

n
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CD.

GROCERY

R

...

J

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

WE ARE ALWAYS HAMMERING AWAY TRYING TO PLEASE
THEM HONEST
HARDWARE

OUR CUSTOMERS BY GIVING
FOR THEIR MONEY.

..DON'T LOSE YOUR TEMPER USING POOR TOOLS.
OURS; THEY ARE PROPERLY TEMPERED.
BUY
POOR TOOLS ARE A POOR INVESTMENT.
GOOD TOOLS AND MAKE A GOOD INVETMENT.

BUY
OUR

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

'

; L

Phone 14

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone 14

--

LOUIS

NAPOLEON

Groceries and Delicatessen

When the dry spell comes
this summer you will need
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these en
connected to
gines are not pumping they can
any other machine and will run it cneaper man
running it by hand power.
can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying

to the agent.
FRANK F. GORMLEY,
Santa Fe, N.

Phone Black 6619

M.

&

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

45

San Joan Pottery
Artistic

Unique

in Hand Color

in; Post

Cards.

Framing.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.

i

Key Rate of Nineteen Cents.
Cat Drinks Beer.
The El Paso Herald says that the
The cat of Thomas A. Kendall of
in
will
secure
a
reduction
Pass City
Greeley, Colo., has become addicted
the fire insurance key rate from 44 to to the beer drinking habit and is giv
19 cents.
en a saucer full of beer twice a day.
The cat prefers it to meat and is
Killed by Beefsteak.
fat on its diet.
Six hours after eating a beefsteak growing
60
Mrs. Elizabeth Holmes,
aged
Ten Days to Rest Up.
years, died at Denver of ptomaln pois
Frederick Burns who walked from
oning.
Glorieta, Santa Fe county, to Albu- a distance of a hundred miles
uerque,
Two Thousand an Acre.
was given ten days in jail for vag
A land sale closed at Grand June
rancy upon his arrival.
tion, Colorado, this week, included
a twenty acre apple orchard that
Boy Stole a Revolver.
sold at $2,000 an acre.
Ralph Stewart, aged fourteen years,

was sentenced to sixty days in jail

f

Santa

LEO HERSCH

of

New and Foil Assortment

J

Fall Sessions of District Court.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
District court for Colfax county will
All kinds of flowers, arden & field seeds in bulk and package open on the fourth Monday of Sep Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That
4LFALFA SEED.
tember and for Union county on the
Contain Mercury
first Monday in the same month;
Fe
in
house
The only exclusive
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
Circulated Confederate Bills.
Frank Harris was arrested at Wal the whole system when entering it
the mucous surfaces. Such
senburg, Colorado, for passing $20 through
articles should never be used except
bills
Confederate
Spanish
among
Black
Phone
Phone Black
on prescriptions from reputable physi
speaking people.
cians, as the damage they will do is
ten fold to the good you can possibly
Cleaning Up Denver.
Hall's Catarrh
Ten young women who have charge derive from them.
of cigar stands In Denver saloons Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
have ben ordered by the police au: & Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury
and is taken internally, acting directly
thorities to quit their jobs.
upon the blood and mucous surfaces
of the system. In buying Hall's CaKilled by Fail on Nail.
Raso, the six year old daughter of tarrh Cure be sure you get the genu
ten months. They have hundreds of Charles Niccoll, was killed at Aguilar, ine. It is taken Internally and made
Checkering Bros.
satisfied customers In New Mexico Colorado, yesterday by falling upon
in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.
Bush and Lane.
"
and Arizona.
long nail which perforated her lungs, Testimonials free.
n
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Sold by Druggists. Price, 75c per
Schiller,
to them regarding pianos, prices and
bottle.
Bootlegger Dies of Heat
..,;'
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
William Beecher who was servini
Take Hall's Family Pills for constia term at the federal prison at Leav pation.
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Llr- v
.
Milton and the World Famous Cecil Ian deman Co. will meet every customer enworth, Kansas, for selling liquor
to the Indians, succumbed to the
interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
'
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat. heat yesterday.
This firm has purchased over tlx isfactory business transaction, not on
Tried to Cut His Throat.
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
Richard B. Camp, manager of the
LEARNARD-LINDEMANCO.
N
big estates of B. C. and D. P. Rumsey
at Buffalo tried to cut his throat with
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
a razor while at a Denver hotel. ' He
CO.
CURIO
FE
TRAIL
SANTA
WITH
SANTA FE OFFICE
will recover.

grain

HATS

MEXICAN
Latest

OUTING

SUMMER

THAT

FOR

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
a
Ladles)! ami your irii
I'Ula in Ked and HQH K1R31IICVV7
boxes, sealed with Blu Ribbon. V
Talc an other. RUT Af TM, V
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Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Delivered to your house.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO,

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

teams.

TUlrnr

any other
and food

RATON

Screened

arrival ot
arrives at

Leaves Barranca oa the
(he north bound train sad
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Tan miles shorter than
ray. Good covered hack

Wood

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

oal

From

FARE

THE

HACK LINE

WOOD'YS

Stn;

YOU CAN GET

!

9

Pi M.S. for fifi
ats known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable

WHEN

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

DIAMOND KKANI
SOID RV

45

PIAN05 7 PIANOS

Why Import Mineral Water?

yankb:

cerril:

Lump

08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
MONTKiZUMA AVENUE
Near A. IT. k S. F. Depot.

!.
$5.00

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

85

Telephone

Steam Coal.

leiute Utk

W

(REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

vAIP
lUlV ejJftlX
PHD

W. H. KERR
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and

Fridays.

All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed an
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

PHONE RED 122

tapvftl

fld unimproved

City Property,

Orchards

jndRancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Rancles in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesnque at a Bargain.

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F. Ml JONES.

Palace Ave.

,

Jesse-Frenc-

.

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of btfilding material

.

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

Soldier

Shoots

Himself

La

Salle

.

Restaurant

LIVERY STABLE

.

CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 Cents
Short Order at all Heart
BOARD BY THE WEEK $6.00
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
New York Chop Saey 50e.

Fine Risrs. Reliable Horses Single
Suggies, Slurries, Saddle Horses.'

CALL

For Best Laundry Work

,:

For Health Seejkers and Rest Seekers
Mountain Hearth Resort, 22 miles
mites from depot
one tnd ene-nalTent bungalows, in" Pine Forest,

housekeeping

Your

whether it be seriously
We offer yon only the HIGHEST CLASS OF
The quality we uphold. We use
needed DRUGS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
the most careful methods in catering to your pleasure to make every deal a aatlslao
I s
tory one. ANY DRUQ OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERE IS RIGHT. s s
GOODS

;

S

ARE

NOT

A

CUSTODIER 'TWERE,

YOU

SHOULD

EE.

anl
A

i

WITH :US. ?

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.

from Santa Pa

on main line of Santa Fa,

f'

Charles W. Dudrow

IF YOU

Don Caspar Ave.

Imperial Laundry

very best rough or d reused
Lumber
Visit Farm- Denver Businessmen
We are thus BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
of
;;':
every
description.
...
Ington.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
to
best prices
enabled
make
the
very
surFarmlngton and Aztec and
ucb high grade.
Lumber i(
rounding orchards in San Juan coun- Cor
ty were visited on Tuesday by a dele- V.v will ne pleased to figure on your Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
gation from the Chamber of Com- contracts.
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
merce of Denver, members of the
Gen-Red No. 23.
Phone
;
Phone, Red No. 23
Durango Chamber of Commerce,

O

'Phone

UP

When in Need of Anything
in flie LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Furnished.

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

Accidentally.

Francisco Santana, a rebel soldier,
WE HANDLE LUMBER
shot himself in the leg accidentally at
ad have every
In
large
was
El Paso, while he
cleaning his modern quantities
for furnishing the
revolver.
fai-lll-

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Held for Assault to Kill.
Jesus Brlto was badly cut with
knife while fighting on Sunday with
Valentin Martinez at, El Paso. The
latter is being held on a charge of
assault with intent to kill.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

-

-

1

with

every accommodation,
-

aiorieta,

.

'I

for

WILLI AM 80N RANCH,

-

look's
J

furnished

ready for occupancy. .

Pharmacy

Phone
5

213

N. at

'
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ONE WEAK SPOT.

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

Part and Too Often Its' The Back.
The following are tne time tablet Most Santa Fe People Have a Weak
ot the local railroads:
weak spot.
Everyone ha
"A. T. A S. F. Ry."
Too often its' a bad back.
Leave
Twinges follow every sudden twist.
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3
Dull aching keeps up, day and night
No. 10 eastbound.
Tells you the kidneys need help
12:10
tX
Fe
Santa,
arrive
Returning
For backache is really kidney-achp. m.
A kidney cure Is what you need.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westDoan's Kidney Pills cure sick kidbound.
,
neys.
6:30
Santa
at
Fe,
Returning arrive
Cure backache and urinary ills.
p. m.
Santa Fe people recommend the
7:20 p. m. cocect with No. 7 and
remedy.
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Thomas M. Baca, Cerrillos St, SanReturning arr!v at Santa Fe 11:10
ta Fe, N. M., says: "My faith in
p. m.
Doan's Kidney Pills is just as strong
D. & R. G. Ry.
today as when I publicly recommendLeaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
ed them in 1902. I was caused much
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
suffering by backache for three years
- New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 P- - m., conlects with No. and my loins were so painful at times
that it was all I could do to ge around.
2 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections Doan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved
me and I had no return attack of the
from No. 3 east.
trouble for six months. At that time
Notice for Publication.
my work brought on a recurrence of
Department of the Interior,
backache. I at once took Doan's KidTJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
ney Pills and they gave me relief. A
July 10, 1911. medicine that lives up to the claims
Notice is hereby given that Pedro made tor It like Doan's Kidney Pills
Gurule, of Lamy, N. M., who, on July do, deserve the strongest endorse10, 1906, made homestead entry, No. ment"
for lota 1 and 2, and S 2
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
NE
section 2, township 15 N, cents.
n
Co., Buffalo,
range 10 E, N. M. -- '. meridian, has New York, sole agents tor the United
been filed notice of intention to make States.
final fiv year nronf. to establish claim
Remember the name Doan's and
to the land above described, before take no other.
Register or Receiver, V. S. Land Office
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 17th day ot
Bachelor Murdered.
a
The body of Frank Suerway,
August, 1911.
Claimant names as witness: Nico- wealthy bachelor, aged 40 years, who
las Gutierrez, Bias Garcia, Guadalupe has been missing since May 1, was
Maes, Juan Garcia, all of Canoncito, discovered in his barnyard at Marunder only eighteen
N. M.
engo, Iowa,
inches of dirt. There were three
MANUEL R. OTERO,
bullet holes in his head.
Register.

piiypti

weft-boun-

Prince of Wales Center of
Ceremony at Castle of
Carnarvon

e.

CROWD

1--

Eleanor.
Tradition connected with the ancient
Welch castle of Carnarvon, where the
ceremony is to take place, says that
after Edward the First's conquest of
Wales the Welshmen refused to obey
any prince appointed by the king as
regent of the principality unless he
was born on its soil. Queen Eleanor
shortly afterwards gave birth to a son
in the castle of Carnarvon, and- thereupon the king, calling the chiefs of the
Welsh nation together, asked them
whether they 'would obey a prince
nominated by him, as he was compell
ed to leave the country. They replied
in the affirmative on condition that
the prince was a Welshman. Edward
then named his own son, born only a
few days before, and the Welshmen
were setisfied.
The prince was afterward shown to
the nation, or as many of them as
could get near enough to see him,
from what is known as Queen Eleanor's gateway. It is from this gate
way of the castle, which had been
prepared for the purpose, that the new
Prince of Wales, after his investiture
today, shows himself to his subjects,
who are to gather to the number of
15,000 or 20,000 in the vicinity.
The king and qufeen, with the young
prince, are to travel from Ireland to
Holyhead in the royal yacht, and afterwards by special train to a small station two miles from this city, where
they alight. There a number of state
carriages are to be waiting them and
a procession, escorted to the city by
--

-

(Old Sparks Ranch)

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Beds

Cold Pure Spring
No Invalids

Water
$15 a Week

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Write Pecos

Telegraph Glorieta

GATHERS

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican;
Carnavon,
Wales, July 13. The
most interesting event ensuing on the
coronation is to occur today namely,
the investure of the young Prince of
Wales, amid quaint Welsh surroundings and at the very birthplace of the
first English Prince of Wales, Edward,
son of King Edward I . and Queen

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
Best of Food

JIMIOO

Court Yard- -

Forste-MUbur-

.

OF

dimly-lighte-

King and Queen Pass in Sep
arate Procession to the

1--

9633-759-

AND

lAIICIEIIT

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

cavalry, forms.

Entering the walled city by the
north road they pass through the
main street to the great castle square,
where the mayor and civic officials
$64.95 receive them and present loyal adBuffalo,- $50.35
dresses.
The royal party then separate, the
I-21.10
44.35
Denver,
Louis,- Prince, of Wales preceding his parents
.
to the castle square, where the mayor
civic officials receive them and
18.15 and
76.35
New
present loyal addresses.
The royal party then separate, the
Prince
of Wales preceding his parents
16.35 to the castle
- - 75.95
by a few minutes and en
ters the ancient fortress by the wa
TO MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN ter gate. As he passes into the cas
LOW RATES THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO tle his standard is hoisted on the Eagle's Tower, where it is said the first
Prince of Wales was born, although
PRIVILEGES.
LIBERAL LIMITS AND
the story has only tradition to support

SANTA FE, N.

ML,

TO

'

Chicago,

St.

Colorado Sp'gs,

York,

Pueblo.

Boston,

STOP-OVE-

H.

i!

Iit

R

For further particulars, see any Santa Fe Agent.
SANTA FE, N. M
.
:
S. LUTZ, Agent,

IRA
Successor to B. P. Williams

it
i!

?

r

have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
owned bv B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of. day or night jj
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will
eridavor to give prompt and efficient service aid trust to merit
our patronage.

'

:

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST

Phone

139

t
Santa Fe,

Red

N. M .

processions unite and make together a
complete circuit of the castle walls on
the outside, returning by the main
front entrance and passing to their
apartments to disrobe and prepare for
their journey later on to Holyhead!
The Eagle's Tower of the castle,
whose part in today's ceremony is so
important, is a prominent feature of
the old fortress. Its walls are of enormous thickness and cut out of them
stone chamber
is the
where Queen Eleanor is said to have
given birth to the first Prince of
Wales. The height of the tower is 124
feet above high water mark, and there
are 158 steps cut through the inside of
the wall and leading to the summit.
The ceremony of the second presentation to the people takes place from
this height The lower part of the
tower was evidently used only for military purposes, but above there still
remain indications that several fine
living rooms formerly existed there.
These have been renovated and furnished according to modern ideas for
the reception of the royal party today.
At the opposite end of the castle
stands the Queen's Gate, composed of
two great towers, said at one time to
have been a part of the keep. Originally it gave access to the castle by
means of a drawbridge, and it was
very strongly fortified.
Loopholes,
galleries for the men at arms, portcullises and other mediaeval contrivances to meet an attack are still visible
everywhere, and must have rendered
the gate virtually impregnable. It was
here that the presentation ot his son
by King Edward 1. took place.
The history of Carnarvon castle is
practically that of the relationship between Wales and England. The magnificent fortress was begun hy Edward
Longshanks about 1282 or 12S3, but it
was many years before it was completed. Its construction was part of
the scheme drawn up by Edward 1. for
the conquest of North Wales. This
compri&Sd also other strong fortresses
at Conway, Beaumaris and Harlech,
and smaller forts distributed over the
country in the shape of blockhouses
sufficiently strong to resist the attacks
of the scattered hands of
Welsh mountaineers.
The curtain, or wall, of the castle is
fifteen feet in thickness of chiselled
stone, and this is strengthened here
and there by bastion towers octagonal
and nonagonal in shape. The main
gate is the most ornamental part of
the fortress, which is Norman in char
acter and is partially surrounded by
d

light-foote-

a moat.

The first event in its war record oc
curred when the castle was still under
construction in 1293, when the Welsh
patriot Madoc in a successful raid de
stroyed part of the works. "Then in
1402, Owen Glendower, another patriot, besieged the fortress without suc
cess, Sir John Chandos holding it
doughtily for his king. For a couple
of hundred years afterwards nothing
of note happened at the castle, but
during the Civil War it was the cen
ter of some of the most severe fight
ing, for Carnarvon remained loyal to
the king. The fortress capitulated sev
eral times (first to the Roundheads,
then to the Cavaliers, changing hands
again and again as the fortunes ot
war favored Parliamentarians or Roy
alists until surrendered finally to Col
onel Mitton, the Parliamentary gener
al, on June 11, 1646, since which date
no fighting has taken place in its vic
inity. In the meantime, despite many
efforts to maintain it in repair, the old
castle has fauen into a state of decay,
and it was only when King George de
cided that the investiture of his son
as Prince of Wales should be carried
out on the same spot whence the first
Prince of Wales was presented to the
nation that measures were taken to
put it into habitable condition.
The revival of the ancient custom of
investiture of the Prince of Wales in
the historic city of Carnarvon prom
ises to be one of the most interesting
features of the coronation period.
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"The West Point ot the Southwest"
Ranked by United States Wax Dv
artment as "Distinguished Institution." Armjofflcers detailed by War
Department..
'
Through Academic course, preparor
'
men
business
for
college
ing young
life. Great amountfof
open air work.
'
Healthiest location of any Military .
School In the Union. Located la, the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the' garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 8700
r feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,, theoughly
colleges.
, tarnished, heated, lighted and modem
in all respects.
REGENTS H. A.' CAHOON, Pres.
W. O. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
.' J. P. WHITE, Treasurer ,
:
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary.
and W. A. FINLET.
For particulars and Illustrated catalogues address:1
-:
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City Property, Farms and Ranch Lands

tions
Total from Jubilee Committee
Total

$429.00
92.00

Special Attention Given to Collection of Accounts and Rents

$521.00

Expenditures.

For statue
For storage
For Pedestal
For invitations
For programs..!.
For postage

ROSWELL

$273.65
50
200.00
6.00

AUTO CO.,

Carrying the U. S. mall and par
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M connecting with the
El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
& Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arrive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. to., arrive In Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.

.-

2.50
$486.40

To-pek-a

Balance
$34.60
The report was acepted and on mo
tion of Mr. Deleado thexbalance of
4.60 was turned over to St. Mich
ael's College as part reimbursement
for expenditures of the Brothers
for lumber on stage used for unveil
ing ceremony, postage, etc. Mr. Del
gado also offered the following reso

J W.

lutions:

Resolved, that the Brother Botulph
Monument Committee extends its profound thanks to those not students
cf St. Michael's College, who by con
tributions or in any other manner,
assisted in securing the erection of
the statue to Brother Botulph; also be

ROSWELL, N. M.

100 lbs.
te
Baggage allowance
each regular ticket, excess baggage
at the rate or $5.00 per hundred lba
We are equipped to carry any kind

ot trunks or baggage, up to 1,500
rates are given for excur
sions, for eight or more passengers.
For further information,
write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.

MANAGER

STOCKARD,

Rubber Stamps

it

Resolved, that the Brother Botulph
Monument Committee extends to the
Santa Fe Xew Mexican its thanks for
the publicity it has, given the names
of contributors and for urging con
tributions to this worthy cause.
On motion,
the above resolution
was adopted and ordered spread upon
the minutes.
The business for which the committee was appointed, having been
completed, the above and foregoing
minutes were read and approved, and
the Secretary was instructed to re- quest the Santa Fe New Mexican to!
publish them for the information of
all contributors.
There being no further business.
and the commitee considering itself
discharged, sine die adjournment was

taken.

BROTHER PATRICK.
Chairman,
FRANCISCO DELGADO,

Attest:

Secretary.

MARCELINO ' GARQIA,
MANUEL VALDES,'
GEORGE. W. ARMIJO,
Committee.
Contributors to the Brother Botulph

THESE

DAYS.

PRICE-LIS- T
not
over 2
Inches long
15c
Stamp,
lOo
Each additional line on same stamp
One-lin- e
and not over 3 2 Inches long
20c
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp
15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 31-- and not over 5 Inches long.... 25c
20c
Each additional line on same stamp
One-lin- e
35c
Stamp, over S Inches long per Inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra

One-lin- e

2

2

2

Largers sizes at proportionate prices.
inch In size, we charge for
Where type used Is over one-haone line for each one-hainch or fraction.
lf

lf

Statue:
Flavio Silva, $5; Francisco Delgado,

DATES, ETC.
50c
Local Dater any town and date for 2 inch
3
Inch
50c
in
and
Dater
month,
day
year
Ledger
35
Regular line Dater
f.
130
Definance Model Band Dater
e
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood and Cut ..1.60
Pearl Check Protector
STAMP PADS
25 cents; 2 3
15 cents; 2
10 cents, 2x3
75 cents.
4
15 cents; 3
50 cents; 4
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS
Fac-Smll-

SELF-INKIN-

IJE7

MEXICAN PRIPTIJIG CO.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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ERY LAWYER AMD LftW OFFICER

NEEDS THEM
Volume 15, New Mexico Reports, Covering
the Decisions and Opinions of the
New Mexico Supreme Court
1909 and 1910
,

Now from the Press,
PRICE $3.00, POSTPAID

VOLUMES

1

TO 14 IN STOCK

-

o

Money's Digest

Covers Volumes I to 9 Inclusive,
Price
Postpaid

$5.00,

DERDEN'S DIGEST
Price $7.50, Postpaid

Missouri Code Pleadings,
$6.17, Postpaid
Forms for Missouri Pleading

1

it

: :

:

Price

$5.17,

Postpaid

COMPILED LAWS 1897
SESSION

LWS

IN 'ENGLISH AND SPANISH

1899, 1901, (903, 1905, 1907, 1909

FOR SALE BY THE

Ed-war-

v

,
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WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU
A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. 'BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING
RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE
BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY

ll;

--

--

J AS.

TO AND FROM F 08 WELL.
Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, flaily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. nnd arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vauehn at C p. m.
The
fare bptween Sana F and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10.
Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W S'ockard.

Botulph Monument Committee was gists.
held on July 9, 1S11, upon call of the
If you want anything on earth tn
Chairman, Brother Patrick, who pre
sided, the members present being a New Mex'can Want Art.
Messrs. Valdes, Garcia, Armijo .and
Delgado.
Final reports were made and the
bills of the New Mexican
Printing
J.. DEALER IN..
company, $6.00 for invitations, and
$3.75 for programs,
were ordered
paid.
The treasurer made the following
final report:
The EASLEY REALTY CO., Laughlin Bld., Santa Fe., N. M.
Receipts.
Total received from contribu
MABEL EASLEY, Business Manager.

e

.

COL.

Foley Kidney Pills are composed oi
selected
ingredients specially
for
their corrective, healing, tonic, and
Complete Financial
Made,
Report
stimulating effect upon the kidneys,
Names of all Contributors and
bladder and urinary passages. They
Resolutions.
are antiseptic, aniilithic and a uric
For sale by all drug
The final meeting of the Brother acid solvent.

Car-rlll-

roswelC new Mexico.

'

FINAL PROCEEDINGS OF
BRO. BOTULPH COMMITTEE.

$5; G. W. Armijo,
$5; PedroDelgado,
Nestor
$5; Marcelino
Garcia, $5;
Montoya, $5; Frank A. Chavez, $5;
Frank A. Hubbell, $20; Jose G.
Chavez, $5;' Jacobo Chavez, $3; Manuel Delgado, $5; Filadelfo Baca, $5;
G. Mirabel, $5; Bonifacio
Montoya,
$5; Enrique A. Abeyta, $10; S. E.
Tipton, $5; C. U. Strong, $5; Celso
it.
Mirabel,
$5;
Lopez, $5; Silvegtre
The king and queen follow almost
David Garcia, $5;
N. Salmon, $5;
on
and
their appearance
immediately,
Isaac Barth, $5; Jose N. Gonzales,
at the water gate the royal standard
$5; Jose Valdez, $5; Teodoro Chacon,
takes the place of that of the Prince
$5; Jose Ortiz y Pino,
$5; Pedro
of Wales.
Ortiz, $5; R. J. Palen, $5; Seligman
Two suites of apartments, supposed
Brothers, $5; Mariano Montoya, $5;
to have been occupied long centuries
Manuel Valdez, $5; Agfistin Delgada!
before by Edward I. and his queen,
$2; Amado Gutierrez, $2; Anastacio
had been prepared for their majesties
Ribera, $0.50; Higinio Pacheco, $0.75;and the young prince, and to these
Jim Lopez, $1; Luis Napoleon, tkv
they retire in order to robe themselves
Frank Andrews, $1; John Pflueger,
for the greet state ceremony.
$5; Seberiano Ribera, $1; Ernest V.
The public assemblage is seated
Digneo, $1; Patrocinio Lopez, $1;
on specially erected stagings erected
AROUND THE STATE.
F.
Carlos
Delgado ' Brothers, $1;
rpund the interior of the castle walls.
Abreu, $2; Jose Manuel Gonzales, $1;
(Vvonctnued From Page 2.)
J. S. Garcia, $0.50; J. B. Read, $2;
great body of troops is also to be
drawn up surrounding a platform in
H. F. Stephens, $1; W. E. Griffin, Jr.,
the center of the immense courtyard.
Marriage Licenses.
$1; Henry Dendahl, $1; J. M. Diaz,
The Royal Welsh choir, consisting ot
At Albuquerque a marriage license $2; Juan Pacheco, $0.50; T. B. Catron
400 voices, performs the musical part was issued to James Thomas and $5; N. B. Laughlin, $5; Francis C.
of the programme with a selection of Josephine Martin; at Raton to Rob Wilson, $2; G. W. Prichard, $2; M.
.
Welsh airs.
...
ert Toler and Carrie Martinez of A. Otero, $2; Thomas P. Gable, $2;
;.'
The royal party, having robed, forms Trinidad; Jose T. Cruz and Erinea R. P. Ervien, $5 Nathan Jaffa, $5;
two processions in their apartments, Duran of Springer, and to Aladino J. E. Clarki, $J.50; J. D. Alarid, $2;
tne King and queen with their suites Archuleta . and Piedad Lucero of Hilario A. Delgado. $3; Tomas Gon
'
in the first, and the Prince of Wales Dawson.
zales, $5: Daniel C. Ortiz, $1; Pedro
$2
Sandoval, '$1; Evaristo Lucero,
with his supporters in the second.
Carl A. Bishop, $5; Conrado Valdes,
The king and queen thence proceed
Administrator Made no Report.
to the raised platform in the court
The Dodge City Milling", and Ele $1; J. P. Conklln, $2;. Luis Constante,
as
ator
In
yard
the open air
Company of Dodge City.Kansas, $1; Luis Tafoya, $1; Fred S. Lopez,
they appear
the choir singing "God save the King." has brought suit in the district court ,$2; Antonio Valdes, $1.50; Mrs. An
Then follows the procession in which at Las Vegas against Eugene J. H. tonio Valdes, $1.50: Miguel Ortiz, $2;
Pankey,
the prince was the central figure, and Roy as administrator Of the estate Jose Inez Roybal, $1; B. F. Mander-field,
as ne approaches his royal parents of John W. Tyler, deceased to com- $5; Felipe, Valdes, $5; Misses
Juan
R.
$5;
J.
Martinez,
Sr.,
$5;
file-ato
the choir sings "God bless the Prince pel Roy
appraisement and
$5;
of Wales" and the public give a salvo make a full and complete report on Delgado, $1; Paul Wunschmann,
Juan B. Lopez, $10; James A. Catan-ach- ,
the
estate.
';:
of ringing cheers.
i;
$1; Cipriano Salazar, $1; Higin-tThe formal ceremony of Investiture
Martinez, $....; D. L. Miller, $1;
Is then carried out, the prince bending No Election at Roswell This Year.
Pacheco, $1; Estevan Gutierdown In his surcoat,' cloak and' manThe decision of Judge E. R. Wright Domingo
rez, $1; Felipe L. Qulntana, $1; Totle Of crimson velvet while the king at Alamogordo in favor of the petit- mas J. Martinez, $2; J. D. L. A.
place a ,crimson velvet cap ornament ioners for a special election on the
$0.50; R. S. Lopez, $1; Manuel
ed with ermine on his head.' His maj- commission form of government at Sanches, Jr., $0.50; George Mignardot,
esty then crowns him with a coronet Roswell, was merely pro forma so as $3; Manuel Valdez y Quint ana, $5;
as token of principality, puts in his to facilitate the taking of the case to Gavlno Ortiz, $1; Cosme Alarid, $1;
hand a golden verge as the emblem the Supreme Court for an opinion on Manuel Padilla, $1; Francisco Sanof. government and circles his middle law points involved.
doval y Lopez, $1; Luis Moya, Jr.,
finger with a golden ring as a sign
$1; Federico Valdez, $5; Ramon S.
.Any Excuse for Divorce.
that he is married to his country. At
$0.50; Adalberto C. de Baca,
'Because her husband called her "a Trujlllo,
H. B.
the same time letters patent are hand$1;
$1; Anastacio Montoya,
Matilda
Reuter
has
Mrs.
ed to the prince authorizing him to sport,",
$5; Amado L. Baca, $1;
Cartwright,
divorce
at Denver Jose Alcarlo Montoya, $1; Isldoro
suit for
hold-thprincipality of Wales in trust brought
Less than Ferran, $1; Emlterlo Espinosa, $0.50;
for the king of England, out of whose against William Reuter.
a month after Conrad
aged Celestino Cordova, $0.25;
Julius H.
possession Wales must never be al- 65, had married Mrs. L. Shugart,
Violetta Shu Gerdes, $2; Emilio Tilignardot, $3;
'
lowed to go.
. ',
1
aged 20, at Denver, he deserted Patrocinio Lopez, $2; Leo Hersch,
Then the bishops of St. Asaph and gart,
her according to a petition for di- 5; D: S. Lowitzki, $1; Adolf SeligBangor, assisted by two Welch non- vorce filed
by the wife.
man, $2; Wv E. Griffin, $1; H. S.
conformist ministers, conduct the
Kaune & Co., $5; A. J. Fischer, $1;
beautiful service of consecration, end
Hay Fever and Summer Colds..
$2; Jacob Welt-methe processions
and march to Must be relieved quickly and Foley's Charles Haspelmath,
O. Sargent, $1; Jose D.
W.
the Queen's gate of the castle, where
Honey and Tar Compound will do it. Sena, $5; Alejandro Read, $3; L. A.
the king, following the example 0f d E.
M. Stewart, 1034 Wolfram St, Chi$5; Venceslao Duro, $1; Jose
I., presents the Prince of Wales cago, writes : "I have been greatly Hughes,
Dolores
Garcia, $1; Jose A. Ribera,
to the people of the nation, or rather
troubled ; during th s hot summer $1; Juan B. Valdes, $1; Melquiades
to the many thousands of them assemmonths with Hay Fever and find that F. Otero, $1; Fred Muller, $10; Jobled outside. " The prince, in order to
by using Foley's Honey and Tar Com- seph .Reynolds, $5; Felix Otero, $5;
show" the people that he intends to
pound I get great relief." Many oth- John J. Roulller, $2 ; Eduardo Sankeep their interesU at heart, ad- ers who suffer similarly will be glad chez, $5; Benjamin M. Read, $5;
dresses a few phrases in Cymric'
to benefit by Mr. Stewart's experi- Celeetino Ortiz, $1 Max Tafoya, 15;
After this second presentation the ence. Tor sale by all druggists.
and Pablo Martinet, $2.
r
,t
1
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carriage, and the Immense Increase of
business following
postage
would go far to keep first class carnage profitable. At any rate, the deficit would be insignificant in comparison with the benefits derived by the
( public.
Postmaster-Genera-l
Hitchcock has
already earned enduring credit for
his administration of his department,
but it would be a crowning achievement if
postage could be
during his incumbency.
At the
rate he is now saving, this great improvement could be made during this
administration without causing a deficit.

THE NEW :LXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
Editor and President.
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-TreasureCHAS. M. STAUFFER, General Manager.
r.

Entered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Fs Postoffice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, pei- week, by carrier
Dalljj per month, by carrier... .75
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
ally, per jear, by mail

Daily,

ix

month,

by mail

Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year
Weekly, per quarter

$3.60
. . 1.00

estao-lisHfe-

2.00
50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
',

fE, S. IL

THE SANTA' FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

The New Mexican ia the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amonfc the intelligent and progressiva people of the Southwest.

A BIG PROPOSITION

OF SANTA FE.

INCOME PRODUCING PROPERTIES
IN SANTA FE.

x

Phone Black

Santa Fe Abstract,

.
WHY?
The Albuquerque Journal still Insists
J 4 f
editorially;:'.
"Every citizen of every town and
city and hamlet in New Mexico can
help, must help, to get behind the
Flood resolution at this critical time
and push it through the senate of the
United States."
It continues:
. "A veto of the
Flood resolution
would put the President squarely on
record as committed firmly against
all progressive legislation, the pro
gressive element regards it, as a test
case and such a veto regardless of
the actual merits of- the case would
be immediately construed as a firm
stand for stand patism of the oldest
guard stripe. It is a ticklish situation
for the President; if he should at
tempt to stand out

TCTOLDEST CAW3NG INSTITUTION

Realty

-

Cepitri Stock

Insurance Agency.
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The idea of the Good
Citizens'
League at Albuquerque to organize
similar organizations in every county,
every city, every town and village, is
worthy of some attention. The im
mediate objects of the league under
the head of general civic toprove-ments, are:
.
si..
Elimination of the Red Light, and
that means the banishment of associated evils.
Enforcement of the laws for the
regulation of the saloon.
The teaching of sex hygiene in the
public schools.
Every good citizen, and1 especially
every father and mother, should join
in such a systematic and cooperative
movement which would have every
city, town and village a better place
to live ln and would take out of the
pathway of the young temptations
and snares that at present make
desolate every second home in the
Territory.

ONE-CEN-

T

LETTER

NEXT.

For the first time in 30 years,
cording to Postoffice Department
ures, the Postoffice Department is

acfig-

and Postmaster-Genera- l
Hitchcock has returned to the,, treasury
$3,000,000 that had been set aside from
the public funds to defray the expend
ses of the department for the current
year. The department has a surplus
of $1,000,000, gained from Its own earnings, and a handsome surplus is looked for at the end of the fiscal year.
The postal deficit at the end of the
last fiscal year was $17,500,000. To
change this into a surplus is a remarkable piece of executive and administrative work, of which President
Taft and Postmaster- - General Hitchcock have reason to be proud., It 1b
not a promise, but a performance,
and as such it puts all other government experts' in economy and efficiency upon their mettle.
Now that the postal service is paying
Some- - Santa-- Feans- - believe- - the Its own way, why should not
"Wather", Bureau shtrald to renamed postage be introduced? The department makes money on first-clamail
ss

BOOKMAN

THE

MAGAZINE

Wm IfilTlji

softctted.

:
:
:
NEW YORK CITY
Enclose 25 cents to insure reply

columns of the New Mexican that he
desired a messenger. Since then lite
has become a burden to him listening to the claims of superiority of the
many applicants. If advertising does
not pay a merchant it is because he
advertises something that nobody has
any use for.

MARKETEPORT

at the

offered
Olvil

The Palace Hotel

following prices

or Criminal

2.7E
4.00

Combined Civil and Critrlii.-'- ...
For 4F cents s4!'cional tor a finglt
docket, or 55 cents Additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany
order. Stats
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted.
J

William Vaughn, Prop.
One of the Best Hotels in the West
in surra with private bath
Large SamDla
Table Service
kL
Room for Com- Unexcelled
mercial Travelers
booms

Cnisine

Right in your busiest season when
you have the least time to spare you
are most likely to take diarrhoea and
lose several days time, unless
you
have Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy at hand and take a
dose on the first appearance of the
disease. For sale by all dealers.

--

Fraternal Societies

1--

-

1--

1--

8

1--

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

i Proprietor.

Master
Santa re-- Chapter No.
Regular
convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at

Coronado Restaurant

1, R. A. M.

,

;

7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,

ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

ShortJOrders run Day & Night.
Furnished rooms in connection.

HP

222;San Francisco Street

:

Hot

.

::

Regular Meals 25c.
Baths'.

& Cold

::

Electric Lifhts

G. LUPE

HERRERA,

Prop

Santa Fe Commander
No. L K. T. Regular

conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

-

steers,

Wells

P. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder. ;
5

market
Hogs Receipts
cents higher; bulk of sales, $6.35
Santa Fe ubige of
6.55; heaVy, $6.456.60; packers and
jft.nv Perfection
No. 1. nth
butchers, $6.40; light, $6.206.55.
'
degree. Ancient and Acmarket
3,000;
Sheep Receipts,
cepted Scottish Rite of
strong; muttons, $3.604.25; Iambs,
Free Masonry meets on
$6.00 6.90; fed wethers and yearlings,
the third Monday : of each month
$3.25 5.75; fed western ewes, $2.25
at 7:30 o'elock ln the evening ln
'' ' '.
3.75.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
13.
Cattle
Receipts,
Chicago, July
cotlsh Rite Masons are
Visiting
4,500; market Slow; beeves, . $4.85
invited to atttfnd.
7.00; Texas steers, $4.606.10; west
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
ern steers, $4.755.90; stockers and
.'Venerable Master.
cows
and
heifers,
feeders, $3i005.10;
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 33
$2.25g,75; calves, $5.007.00.
ts,
market 5 : '.
15,000;
nfacreUnr;
cents higher; light, $6.456.87
6- - P. O. E.
v
mixed, $6.406.90; heavy, $6.206.85;
S
rough, $6.206.45; good to choice, V S. A J - Santa Fe Lodge No.
460; B, P. O. Ei holds
heavy, $6.456.85r; pigs, $6.156.65;
Its regular session on
bulg of sales, $6.556.75.
the second and fourth
market
Sheep Receipts, 15,000;
ot each
Wednesday
slow and weak; native, $2.604. 65;
month.' Visiting brothwestern $3.004.70; yearlings, $4.40
ers are invited and
5.50; lambs, native, $4.007.00; westwelcome.
ern $4.507.00.
12,000;

THOS. DORAN

CHAS. E. LINNEt. Secretary.

1-- 2;

4.50.

FINE SAMPLE ROOM,

H. H. DORMAN,

1--

$2.50

WASHINGTON AVENUE

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

7.30.

1--2.

calves, $4.006.25; western
western cows,
$4.756.25;

.

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL;
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly f urnished,
well lighted and Ventilated
Booms en suite with' private bath an phone.

MASONIC.'
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall at

1--2

and

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

1--

1--

'.

fen-

Liberal advances
The bank
ttoimaUtsr Boe. and aims
in a reaaects, as ia.
af saand banking;.
af the pnbUc 1

443 FOURTH AVE.,

1--

...

aa.

DODD, MEAD & CO..

7--

.

SBbQbV

transfer at
term as
aoMic-e- r
private.
ratiTel feur paf cent

,

7--

-

AbbMbi

Bbecal

will be given for the Best Criticism of this
Magazine. Buy a copy at your news-stan- d
and read page 12. If you cannot find THE
BOOKMAN at your newsdealers write at once
to the publishers
,

MONKY AND METALS.
NewsYork, July 13. Call money,
2
per cent; prime paper, 4
Richard Le Galllenne, tiring of the 2 2
Mexican
4
dollars, 45; amalgamateternal wail of those who decry the
Atchison, 113;
ed, 69; sugar, 119
present as a dull, prosaic,
134
Northern
Great
preferred,
and
of
bewail
the
the passing
age
Northern
York
New
Central,
,108
good old days of poetry and ro
Reading, 160
mance,", has written for the August Pacific, 131
Union Pacinumber of The Smart Set a strong ar- Southern Pacifl ,122
79
Preferred,
187
fic,
steel,
this
gument against
theory. Never, he
says, have conditions been so condu- 118
New York, July 13. Lead, J4.45
cive to romance as they are today.
spot
Modern inventions have made the path 4.50; standard copper dull;
Sept., $12.17
easy for lovers. A century ago a wom $12.12
silver; 53.
an waited for weeks or even months 12.37
St. Louis, July 13. Spelter, lower,
for a message from a distant lover; to
day "long distance" brings them into $5,52
GRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIB8.
direct communication whenever the
13. Wheat Sept.,
Chicago, July
desire arises and even may she speak
Dec, 92
with him far out at sea by means of 89
Dec, 64
the wireless, while by means of the Corn Sept., 66
Oats Sept., 46
Dec, 46
phonograph his very voice may ring
Pork $16.00;' Dec, blank.
in her ears at any hour of the day she
Lard Sept., $8.40; Jan.$8.42 2
wills to press a button. Romance (lead?
8.45.
man
invention
of
Every
the Tailroad,
Ribs Sept.,t 8.55; Jan. $8.17
the motor car, the telegraph, the printWOOL MARKET.
ing press, the aeroplane join in a
St. Louis, Mo., uly 13. Wool unworld movement to further the plans
changed; territory and western mediand hopes of lovers.
ums, 1719! fine mediums, 1617
Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, head of the fine, 1114
LIVESTOCK.
Bureau of Chemistry, and who is to
Kansas City, Mo.. July 13. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
be bounced, predicts that fifteen
4,500; market steady; native
years hence no one ' will
be
sters
steers,
$5.00
6.75; southern
TT
tobacco
hna
in knvform.
using
joined a crusade by such prominent $3.255.00; southern cows and heif
native cows ana
men as Dr. David Starr Jordan, to ers, $2.504.uu;
eliminate the" use of the weed am one heifers, $2.256.40; stockers and feedbulls,
Americans.
$2.754.50;
The motive is nltnirpthpr ers, $3.004.85;

opium?

EstQjKS

m

$100 IN GOLD

may solve.

altruistic and of the same nature as
mat which has succeeded in putting
the ban on opium and seeks to put it
on alcoholic drinks.
Men are to be
healthy . and decent desnita their
habits and their will.
What limita-tjtn- s
to put hpon personal liberty,
however, 13 order to serve the common good, is stjl! a burning question, for if the law is to be invoked
to take from the smoker Ins soothing
pipe, may it not some day take from
the New Englander his dyspepsia pro
ducing pie, and from the Southerner
his hot cakes in the morning, on the
plea that pies and hot cakes create
more havoc and are at the bottom
of more inefficiency than tobacco or
'

1R0U&

flflHBssattBkstsi

pSCsVOOgsHVSd

-

against the Arizona constitution the
amount of political capital it would
make against him would be immense."
The New Mexican has insisted
right along that advocacy of the un
amended Flood resolution, or even
as amended by the Senate Committee, is suicidal for New Mexico and
the Republican
party. That the
Journal will insist upon its passage
even after President Taft has declared he would veto It, and when a
compromise has been almost reached
by which the minority substitute
woud be passed for it, is one of the
psychological riddles that the future

$150,000
80.000

.

la all Its branches.

.

After the Xew Mexico patriots have
The most striking and alluring fold
fanned the air, and enriched the tele- er as yet issued by the Passenger
graph .companies by sending fervid, Department of the Santa Fe system
hysterical, frantic telegrams, have has just reached the New Mexican
dispatched delegations and paid hotel and is devoted to "Old-NeSanta Fe
bills, have seen all their efforts to and Round About," and the distribusecure statehood go for naught, Dele- tionof a first edition of 20,000
copies
gate W. H. Andrews steps into the in the east disproves again the often
breach, brings the warring factions heard assertion that the Santa Fe is
together, arranges a compromise and , not ndvertisine- Snnta Vt
with the aid of his good friend, Sen-- i
cuts
beautiful half-ton-e
ator Boies Penrose, of Pennsylvania, snow gcenes old and new ln.and about
Senate
the Republican
fioorleader, Santa Fe.
The text, by Colonel R.
and President Taft, chief executive E.
dwells on the delights
Twitchell,
of the Nation, of whom the A. A. Jones' of
in Santa Fe and in concluliving
and H. B. Fergussons' and others had sion lists in convenient form the atlost sight, will give New Mexico state- tractions of the city. The cover page
hood without any "ifs" or "ands." of the
pamphlet is novel and shows
The New Mexican had started before, the Old
Palace, a glimpse of the Plaza
that if President Taft and Delegate on a tinted background, while above
Andrews cannot secure statehood for It is a
picture of the Santa Fe Flyer,
New Mexico at this time, all the other and below it is a
representation of
efforts are in vain. That is what the stage coach
into a New
dashing
Andrews was elected for and he has Mexico town. On the rear cover is
given proof before this that he can de-- a beautiful tw0 page plcture ot tlws
liver the goods if it is possible for Scenic Highway over the Dalton Disny man to do so. If statehood comes vide, a picture so beautiful that in itto New Mexico at this special session self
alone it will attract many tourists
it is because President Taft and Dele- to New Mexico, who
will, however, be
secured
Andrews
have
H.
W.
gate
until something is done
favorable action and have compro- disappointed
to restore that splendid Scenic Highmised the sharp differences that exmatchless among western mounisted over the question in the House way,
tain
roads, and which ought to be
and Senate and which no one else
to the upper Pecos by all
And if statehood completed'
'
can compromise.
means.
.
does not come at this special session,
Of especial value is an outline map
President Taft and Delegate Andrews of the
surroundings of Santa Fe, givwill see to it that New Mexico comes
the main points of interest scenic,
in automatically next June. That is ing
and otherwise and the
all here is to be the statehood situa- archaeological
roads over which to reach them. A1- tion.
The other factors in the situation, together the pamphlet is not only a
advertisement of Santa Fe
which have shaped events, have been splendid
- .
..
K
lc,c""u" Aaa "V"
the quiet and effective represtenta-- i
lco
who
t0.tthe tmany
tlons of National Committeeman Solo--i
states.
mon Luna and Territorial Chairman wi"r.fd't
issued
is
Pamphlet
W,hll
O.
thf
H.
Bursum, who while others were i
tourists to travel
and floundering about vith warily to
the
Santa Fe system, and this
?
press agents, were in constant
card
"ty 8 he best drawingstimu-hinmunication with Postmaster General
Santa Fe possesses to
F. H. Hitchcock and other men be- - hat
passenger gravel from both ends
the scenes in Washington, and
city owes a debt
n (n thoi.
t o(h psl.!of the hue, yet,
t0 ?,e"eral PassnSer
dent Taft and Delegate Andrews toj0' S?"
compiling the
reach a solution favorable to New Agent J. M.
muddle artistic folder of which a second, en
Mexico in the statehood
which the Democrats had created by larged edition is already being plantheir untimely arid
but ned, and also to Colonel R." E. Twitchell, whose constant agitation on
interference.
behalf of New Mexico is bearing fruit
with the higher officials of the Sys
SCOUT MOVEMENTS.
tem of which he is a loyal booster.
The many difficulties which, beset
those who-wis-h
to do a good deed in
IT LOOKS BAD.
this wicked world are indicated by the
From
the
evidence that the New
fact that an organization of "Antiboy
Scouts" has been formed in St. Louis. Mexican has read in the Las Vegas
The organization appears to have Optic, it has come to the conclusion
been launched by those who believe that District Attorney Ward and the
that the Boy Scouts movement will next San Miguel county grand jury
t0 pe5
tend to make murderers out of the!,have a
ln,th? ended
murder case which
just
The "antiboys"
boys who Join it
h
discharge of
setnt
have sweetly pledged themselves notify
law
unwritten
"The
to thrust bayonets through one an- fondant.
at
Mexico
doe
pot
to
and
abstain from fining the!f'ea
other,
Vorld with widows and orphans, audi
in" other respects the story has
to make the world blind from weep- - . But
some ugly features that ery for in- of
course, is all highly!
lug. Which,
As gathered from thai
commendable.
The trouble is that vestigation.
r
old boy had
none of this has anything to do with Optic, an eighteen-yeathe Boy Scouts, who are working on bis head crushed to a pulp by I man
a platform which is simplicity itself, much larger and stronger than he,
and which was formed by men who on the specious plea that the murdered boy had been too friendly with the
have no intention other than the mak-- 1
defendant's wife and the defendant
of
men
of
out
real boys.
good
ing
found the boy
Those who have formed an organi- returning unexpectedly to
in his house, seeking
escape, and
zation in opposition to the Boy Scouts
cornered him behind a locked door.
very surely have a wrong conception The woman testified that the boy had
of what the Boy Scouts are doing.
made improper advances which she
The trouble may have arisen from
had
resented. This may be true and
the selection of a word. "Scout" 1 4. MM.
MM.
MAS
t.,,A 1... I .V.
sounds
warlike. 'Still, if General i
..:.J
who inauguraetd the
lnfluentlali that the murdered boy
Boy Scout movement, had called his was poor and had no friends.
The
organization the Boy's Moral and Phy
of the peace Wound that the
sical Improvement Association, every justice was
murder
justifiable and discharged
normal boy would have turned from it the defendant
and a dispatch adds
as from a plague. .
this will be the last of the case.
that
of
The Boy Scouts, as a "matter
tod easy in New MexiMurder
are being taught only, such co and of goes
fact,
late years there have been
things as the intelligent country boy a number of ugly crimes in this part
naturally knows, but which the city of New Mexico for which no one has
boy has had little chance of learning. been punished.
Beginning with the
He is being taught how. to take care
of Colonel J. Franco
assassination
of himself out in the open, and how Chaves
and
such atrocious
ta have a good time without acquiring deeds as the including
assassination of a spec, V
any bad habits.
ial officer on the Mora
the
The Boy Scout, movement ia all murderers have not been grant,
discovered
ocright, despite the fact that it ia
er have been permitted to go scot- and its free.
casionally misunderstood;
It is time to call a halt and
promoters would enjoy a very excep- the New Mexican believes that- Disttional experience if they escaped rict
Ward has not done yet
without having a few missiles hurled with Attorney
Tecolote murder, even if the
the
at them.
defendant is rich and influential.
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P. MciLANE.issistarf Carte.

1BE

Fe Business Block paying over 10 per
cent, gross on price which we can quote to
BEST
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Farp & Co.

Express

General Express Forwardes

Parts of The World
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Favgo Domestic Monty Ordwt, Traveler'
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REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEQRAPH

Hogs-Recelp-

1--

"Tons of luscious cherries afid Mpe
red currants erowine in a ea'untrv
where the annual rainfall .does not
exceed fourteen inches as the ama- Zine sieht that eraetod tin nartv nf
boosters from Colorado Springs who
visited Parker, twenty miles south
of Denver," says a dispatch today.
The rainfall at and around Santa Fe
averages more than fourteen Inches
a year, according to the weather Bureau statistics for the past forty
years. Perhaps, the ' neonle in and
around Santa Fe are not quite as
energetic, not Quite as well nosted
or persistent, but even that is no
reason why the finely located lands
tributary to this city are not producing crops and not adding to the
wealth of this city.
The new apportionment limits New
Mexico to one Congressman- - for the
next ten years. It Is a palpable In
justice and the Republicans should
be shown that they deprive
their
party of one congressional rfDresen-tative- ,
by not amending the apportionment bill to give New Mexico two
Who knows,, but that
Congressmen.
the one extra Republican may some
day decide an important- party victory In the lower. House. Delegate
Andrews and Senator Penrose should
Icok Into this proposition. '

IS

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Pecos Forest. Not Coal.)
Department of the Interior.
.U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M..

J

CARL A. BISHOP.Exalted Ruler.

J. D. SENA,

MULLIGANS RISING

.Secretary.

.

"i

July 12; 1911.
Notice is hereby given' that Manuel
Martinet y Lujai, of Lamy, N. M.,
who, on October 11, 1904, made homefor SW1-- 4
stead entry No.
Independent Order of Beavers.
Section 3, Township 14 N, Range 11 Santa
Fe Dam No. 80. 1. 0. ft. balds
E N. M. M. Meridian, has filed not- its
session at 8 d. m Meetings
regular
ice of intention "to make Final five first and third
Friday. Visitine Broth
to
claim
to
the
establish
year Proof,
era are always welcome.
before
land above described,
Register
GEO. W tPRICHARD.
or Receiver, TJI 'S. Land Office, at
' r '
Santa Fe, X. M., on tee 23rd day" of C. J, NEXS. '
" President
ts
i
August, 1911.
'Secretary.
Claimant nares as witnesses:
Jcse Maria Apodaca, Jiiis .Martt-- .
VV, FARMEn
o
nes, Jose
Garcia," all
Homestead" No.
of
N. M '
glll-0390-

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
I

JATosBT 130

$

Pletur

RED

;v

;

...

N8

piiV

Framing Tastsfuliy and Satlafactprily Dons.

Angel,-Patrici-

Lamy,
-

2879.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

.Register.

,.

1

.

Brotherhood at
I American JYeomf n
Meets .l Secoi
and Foarth Thugs
days
pelgadfa

wa
The New Mexican rYlnflmg
V
pan; , has prepared! 81,11 na cr'nfc!
of
use
dockets especially orthe
Jus
'
HalL SCFoBeman.
tlces ot the peace. They are especialC. G. Richie, Cor.
ly ruled, with printed headings, is
See. Mrs. Daisy
either Spanish or English, made of
Farmer.
durand
record
good
paper, strongly
ably bound, with leather back .and
Santa Fa Camp
covers and canvas tides, hall ' full
N. W. A.
13514,
Index is front and the fees ot Justices
msets sscond Tues-ot the peace and constables printed
oar eaek month, so
In fair on the fljret page. The pages
elal maettns tUrd
are 10
Inches. These books are
Tneadfrr .at . Elks
made up m eivq pud criminal dockets,
BalU Vftttns sls
wtfli
separata ot to pfjei eftcli.
.
Does advertising pay?
C. E. Lin- - both civil and criminal bound In dot dots waicome.
ney, director of theU. S. Weather Bu- book. SO pages etta and ISO page
i L. O. WHTTTira, Oonmt
reau, th other day whispered in the criminal To introfts Oem they

The assessment of the town 'of Las
Cruces this year equals that of Santa
Fe.
Either Santa Fe is not making
the advance that it claims for itself,
or there is something rotten in Denmark.: The capital should have an
assessment equal to that of East Lai
Vegas or of Raton, even though it
canot reach one-hathe sum that
Roswell, with the same population, red
of
turns, or come within
that of Albuquerque which is the
metropolis of the commonwealth.

' J. D. BARNES, AcmfT
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

r
v.

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL $50,009.00
Does a General Banking

Business

H. F. STEPHENS,
President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier

LAUGH LIN,

Established

.

registered at the Palace.
H. C. Buerger, who sells barber
supplies and travels out of Denver,
is registered at the Palace.
Miss Lela Armijo, daughter of Mrs.'

Cahlerr

N. C. Armijo of

'

y

1856.

I

1903.

Incorporated

"

:

I

:

I
TROUSERS. COATS. SHIRTS
HIGH TOP SHOES AND LEGQINS.

OUR

TTTT7h,

5

"T"

:

"DEPARTMENTS!

LADIES

ALSO CARRIES A FULL LINE OF THIS STOCK.
'

High"' Outing Shoes

i

--

Riding Skirts,
Negligee Waists,

Gauntlet Gloves, J

AUTO COATS, GLOVES AND VEILS.

nriMPANY

SELIGMAN
g P.

O. Box, 219.

I

:

s

:

;

-

Phon

:

INSURANCE

$

Boiler)

I
&

(City

i
J

:

Renting)

Surety Bonds

-

..

Real Estate
etc.
Property-RailChe- S

OffIdatk!eI-Blntrac-

'

t)

t

other places where he had business
'
tor the government.
drove
in last evening
Jose L. Castillo
from his ranch at Algodones. He reports that the road over La Bajada is
in'good condition despite the heavy
rain. It took him .eight hours to drive
in from Algodones.
..,';..
y
Nathan Salmon, the San Francisco
merchant, and V. A. Bayer, chief
clerk at the territorial' penitentiary,
started on horseback this noon for
the Jemez country, fifty miles west
of Santa Fe, where they will visit
the sulphur, soda and thermal springs.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Van Houten left
this morning for Las Vegas, where
they will visit a day with Mrs. van
Houten's parents, 'Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Wiegand. They will leave tomorrow
for their two months' vacation trip,
visiting relatives living In Holland.

MISS A. MUGLER

GLOVES

I

;

For All Purposes and All Sizes.
Work Gloves! i

Dress Gloves,
Gloves for" Everyone.

Shoeman

4

South-Eas-

Corner Plaza

t

EXQUISITE LINEjof CUT OJLASS:
. . Just Received . .
We are not asking unreasonable prices, either
mrllflft
HANDSOME TOILET SETS

wa

vx

.

h.vA.'.-

,..rv-..v-

before
to

the land

?

svn.

tn

sX

PLANTS, Fruit In Smswi. Wedtflna
Cut Flowers
Specialty Funeral Designs.
Out ef town rdra given careful attention. An extra enarg
f tfc a
nr aacmnf an aroarv unaar 93.UU.

Phone Black 12.

...

,

..,.lf.."-a-

414

The place where satis- THCtlOn is absolutely

guaranteed. Nothing
but the best the market affords for sale. We
still adhere to our old
policy first established
by us of
Kansas City

Corn-Fe- d

Beef, Pork, Mutton,
Veal and Lamb.
i

Special Price Sale

Sweat Shop Goods I
FINE TAILORED SUITS
$20.00 Suits for $15.00
" " 10.00
15.00
" " 10.00
12.50
" "
10.00
7.50

Poultry, Fresh

Home-Dresse- d

'i.: Try

Hughes.'

I

No

.,

to please Everybody.

Sizes and Styles

Mrs. R. H. Hanna underwent a sur- Fish, Fruits and Vegetables
gical operation "at the sanitarium this
morning and is reported to be doing
SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
as well as could be expected.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce P. Williams left BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS- this afternoon for their new home in
Dayon, Eddy county. Mr. Dilliams Money Refunded if Not
Satisfactory
toot with him abou ta dozen horses he
purchased Tecently In the Navajo
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,

W. N. TOWNSEND

k

CO.

214 Don Qasper Avenue.

WE

in Santa Fe, with Its low summer. temperature, the
average man and woman feels the call to keep cool.
There are months in the year when one
enjoys sitting in a
hammock pr reclining in a wicker chair on the porch ; or, better still, gently swinging as the zephyrs fan one's cheek.
We have HAMMOCKS, PORCH SETTEES, SWINGS, and
many other things in wicker, including some neat BASKETS,
and there is no reason the delights of the good old summer
time should not be yours. Come and see our assortment.

D. ARRIGHI

pVEN

PROPRIETOR.

The
Little Drug
Store

1--

ACKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE

R

GO.

man

With

S.

IE

B0YLE' Mr- Santa Fa, New Mexlee.

the Best
Goods at the
Right Price

8

LCD.

8

.

FLOUR

you want the best that
to Santa Fe then

.

our

"Always Reliable'

DRUGGISTS
Phone

161

Night

Sales

LADIES' MISSES' AND CHILDREN'

.

Low Cut Shoes
A Grand

Opportunity.

: ADOLPH SELIGMAN
XSSXXXSSSS

DRY GOODS
X

X

X X

CO.

XX

X

Phone led 58

Boss

: How Abolut That Fire
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

strength to the s..ock market during
the morning session, but trading was
listless and movements were small ex- CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
cept for a few issues.
,
Trading was active in American beet j
IT IS OUR LEADER-s- ure
SIGN WRITING
sugar and it went up from 1
to 5.4,
Excited dealings in Porcupine mining
11 is ana
, Because
; First Class Work Guaranteed
stocks on the curb resulted from news
:'':no better Flour can Kbfc of the disastrous forest fires in the
-'-r
district and prices dropped.
bought or made
any Provisional operators found it im- PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
possible to scalp even. the merest
309 Saa Francisco
price.fractional profit in face, of the
Street
v
dullness and withdrew from the
We also have "Diamond Frojjr" a
market'-tThe'
market
disgust.
High Grade Colorado Milling that is closed steady.
f.

Patent

I Midsummer Closing Out

l BUTT BROS. CO.,

.

2

...

:

wnyr

l'

Insurance?

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTEE ?

Think About It!

t

THE

--

MOULTON-ESP-

GENERAL AQENTS,

:

Then Act!

COMPANY

E

:

:

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

a leader in its class.

SARDE1V

Parlor Market
and Grocery

-

A.

Phone 49 Main

re-

office. Las Vegas Optic.
Colonel M.- M. .Padgett, David J.
Leahy, Harry W. Kelly, William Harper, Leroy Lautach, Billy Haydon and
Harry Grant Kelly left today for a
fishing trip on the head waters of the
Pecos. They will be gone nearly two
weeks. The boys accompanied
by
Fmilin Snlnnn lpff. this Tvinrnintr with
the chuck wagon. The adult members
of the party left this afternoon for SaFrom there
pello by automooile.
they will cross the main range on
horseback.
Las Vega3 Optic.
Attorney C. G. Richie who has been
quite ill, is able to tie out again.
Frank Butt, the well known druggist, is out again after a serious ill?
ness.
(
Mrs. McAIester, wife of the well
known newspaperman and rancher
of Tesuque, is in the city today.
Reports at 3 p. m. today from St.
Vincent's Sanitarium are that Postmaster E. C. Burke is doing well after the operation he underwent this
...
morning.
Miss Irene Barber and Lawrence
F. Lee of Alimquerque, are at the Sani'
tarium.
i'
.
Hughes of Palo Alto,
California, is visiting her brother, Levi

at

.

STERLING SILVER NOVELTIES

H. C. YONTZ,

THE CLARENDON

S1.25 Hat for 50c. while they last.

-

Phone 49 Main

editor of El Independiente
ceiving his appointment

4
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LEADER

CLEAN-U- P

If you want anything on earth try
la Want ad in the New Mexican.
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Santa Fe, New Mexico

Twe

J

Straw Hats!

Oh, You

g

John Pflueger, The Gloveman

John ' Pflueger,

Veils

Raton Range.
WHEAT MARKET STILL
E. H. Salazar, receiver of the gov
ON THE DOWN GRADE.
ernment land office at Fort Sumner,
left this afternoon for his home Corn Weakened Because of the Ideal
weatner conditions for a
there, after having been here several
days packing up his furniture for re
Growing Crop,
moval. Mr. Salazar sent his family to
Fort Sumner a few days ago. He was (By Special Leased Wire; to New Mexican)
Chicago, July 13. Huge receipts
EVERY MONTH NEAR DEATH
here and in the southwest, with inFoster, Ark., Mrs. Fannie Ellis, of creased arrival from the northwest
Foster, says: "I was sick for seven put the wheat market .today on the
years, and half the time could not down grade.
Cooler weather in the' spring crop
stand on my feet Every month, I
was very near death. I tried Cardul, belt counted also in favor of the bears.
to 90
and in two months, I was cured, and September started at90
am now stout . and, healthy.
My and declined to 90.
Corn 'weakened beeanse of Ideal
friend?.. all, asw ma now what cured
vcr the corn
o weather conditions al
me. My looks as a testimonial
Cardul.". No matter .how serious or belt- September opend a shade to
lower at 66 8 to 67
and
the trouble, Cardul will
help you. It Is a mild, vegetable, steadied around 66
Profit-takinsales made oats aptonic remedy, especially adapted to
relieve and cure the common woman- pear heavy but purchases on the part
It relieves womanly of a leading long Lrought about a rally ailments.
4
off to
pains and restores womanly strength. ly. September started
a
to
47
at
47
.sixteenth
up
Carduis
dropped
Try
to 46
and recovered to 47
Chicago, july-- 13. Wheat close
to 1 cent lower for Sept;
firm,
corn closed weak with Sept, 3;5
lower.
;
Liverpool, Eng., July. 13. Closing-Cot- ton,
spot in fair demand; prices 9
points lower; American middling fair,
$8.27 good middling, 7.95; middling
7.73; low middling, 7.53; good ordinary
7 27; ordinary, 7.02; sales, 8,000 B.
New York, July 13. Cotton spot
closed quiet and unchanged; middling
If
uplands, $14.25; middling gulf, $14.50;
;r
sales, 2,000 bales.
conies
Provisions rose with hogs. First
sales were 2
to 7
you "by
September
deliveries, went at $15.90 for pork;
$8.45 for lard and $8.57 2 for ribs.
Dealers Disgusted,
New York, July 16.
A firm
of
gave an appearance

I

Auto Gloves,

On Fancy Ribbons Flowers
This Month Only.

g

5anta Fe,ReaJ Estate.)

Sao Francisco St.

119

Miss Frances Abbott, Miss Botts
and Jane Abbott will accompany
Judge A. J. Abbott tomorrow to the
Rito de los Frijoles.
Herman Gerhardt, a merchant of
Tucumcari, and V. W. Moore, also of
Tucumcari, are here on irrigation
matters before the .territorial engi
neer.
Leory O. Moore, chief of the field
force .of the "U. S. Land Office here,
has returned from Las Vegas and

ONE THIRD OFF

-

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Offices

-

tended to counteract. For over three
decades Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has been a standard remedy for
coughs, colds and affections of the
throat, chest and lungs for children
and for grown persons, and it retains
today its
above all other
preparations of its . Fo!ey Kidney
Fills are equally .effective and meritorious. For sale by all druggists.

BARGAINS

4

LOANS
(on

.

zuma hotel.

KHAKI IS THE FAVORITE
I

a

Charles H. Kohn, delegate in the
constitutional convention from Mon- toya, Quay county, is at the Monte-

We Make a Specialty of Camping
and Touring Goods.

-

is

Albuquerque,

guest at the Sanitarium.
Judge A. J.. Abbott is in from, his
ranch in the Rito de los Frijoles oan- on thirty miles west of Santa Fe.
M. A. Stanton and Howell Ervien go
to Willard this evening over the Cen
tral to bring up Stanton's Buick automobile.

Outing Outfits

..

MILLINERY

H. H. Brookes was In town today
from the Ramon Vigil grarft.
Attorney, C. E. Hartley of Springer,
Colfax county, is here on irrigation
business.
C. C. Murray, of Pittsburg, Pa., receiver of the New Mexico Central, is

Your Patronage Solicited
1. B.

PERSONAL MENTION

M.

DAILY

J. P. Steed

RECEIPTS OF

Vegetables
E

MMIE a

Honest Medicines Versus Fakes
President Taft's recent message suggesting an amendment to the Pure
Food and Drugs law in its relation to
CARPENTERS
Prepared Medicines, does not refer to
such standard medicines as Foley's
AND CABINET MAKERS.
Honey and Tar Coumpound and Foley
Kidney Pills both of which are , true
medicines carefully compounded of in FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
gredients whose medicinal qualities
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
are recognized by tbe medical profession Itself as the best known remedial
agents for the diseases they are in- - All Work Guaranteed.
Phone,ted 115

i.

.

LADIES'

WHITE

DRESSES,

One-thi- rd

& Son

fiscal

Off

-
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St. Louis Rocky

Pacific

WANTS

Company.

Railway

FOR RENT
Sen Francisco

MEXICAN7,

SANTA FE, N. M.

THURSDAY,

JULY

13,

1911.

MINES AND. MINING

Store room on lower
D. S. Lowitzkl.

from New Torkf valued at $31,787, was
Kellv.
is running a sur- - crushed pegmatite (very coarse gran-ve- y
Herrick
Engineer
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
for patent on the Mistletoe group ite,) used for poultry grit and as a
FOR REXT Six roomed brick cotThis prop- - coating for tarred surfaces in the man-ert- y
Socorro county.
at
Kelly,
O.
C.
1910
Wat.
1st
range,
Bath,
light.
tage.
effect
Up)
(Head
In
Sept,
(Read Down)
is owned by St. Louis capitalists ufacture of ready roofing. Such ma-an-d
& Co.
son
20
12
STATIONS
19
Miles
is one of the most promising terial is prepared by crushing the
The Grand matite just as it comes from the
in the camp.
am
room
Seven
SALE
FOR
housi
4
00
N.
Dea
o
Moines.
M...Ar
Lv..
7 30
3 50
electric light, fine lawn, fifty Tower is making regular shipments quarry, without any preliminary sort-o- f
4
Kumaldo......
7 40
bath,
3 30
The ing, and contains white and brown
Dedman
11
05
high grade zinc sulphides.
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenus.
3 15
20
16
C'apultn
on the Juanita commenced mica and other minerals which must
leasers
3 05
20
35
vimi
8 ;
2 45
25
60
on July 5 and have a good be hand cobbed out of pegmatite used
Thompson
2 25
WANTED Men and Tjoys in Los shipping
10
31
Cunningham
1 55
body of zinc carbonates in sight. On In pottery or enamel ware. About $3
9 35
42
....Oiifton House N.M..
can
learn
Small
but
pay
Angeles.
1 30
Ar
10 00
49
Ly
Raton, N. M
account of the strike on the contact a ton at the mills is obtained for this
cf automobiles,
trade
electricity,
Ar 10 15
.Lv
Raton, N.M
2 3(1
the Waldo, Manager C. T. Brown material. Most of the pegmatic delof
49
9
con..
House
N'
M....
.Oiifton
2 47
plumbing, bricklaying on actual
has
increased his force and will pusn posits worked for roofing and poultry
......
3 07
gPreston.
tract jobs, S00 students last year.
. Koehler Junction.
65
The Kelly lease has grit contain a small proportion of pot3 45
development.
The turn of life is the most critical period in a woman's
Catalogue free. United Trade School installed
05
and is outputting tery grade. There is no reason
.Koehler..
3 35
jigs
large
why,
Los
, Owing to modern methods
existence.
Co.,
of living not one
Angeles.
Contracting
8 20
US
liOolfax
4 lb
a high grade lead product. The Hop says Mr. Bastin, the waste from many
8 02
76
Cerrososo
4 43
a
in
thousand
this
a
woman
is
developing
approaches
7 45
Lv
82
of the quarries now. producing
Canyon company
Cimarron
Ar
6 00
perfectly natural
only
TYPEWRITERS.
6 35
Lv
Ar a m
Oimarron
5 ID
This
ore.
property
of
of
train
without
a
body
copper
of
not
should
experiencing
6 27
KS
change
pottery grade
Nash
very distressing
6 18
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New is located about three miles south ot feldspar
6 17
Harlan
6 2S
be crushed, screened, and sold for
.8
symptoms.
6 00
94
Ute Park, N.M... Lv
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup- town out of the limestones.
6 45
Ar
poultry grit and for roofing material
pm
pm
Those dreadful hot flashes and the faint feeling that
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
Feld Spar and Quartzite.
especially if such quarries are located
and rented. Standard makes handled.
sometimes with chills, extreme nervousness and
follows,
close
of
to
dOonneots at Colfax with K. P. A S. W. Ry, train both Northjand'Soutb."
lines.
The
crystalline
transportation
Ail repair work and typewriters guarproduction
N.IM.Z
meets'
at
M.
Preston
Houten
trains
for
N,
Van
SStage
Mr. Basin's report on quartz ' and
despondency are symptoms of this condition.
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
quartz, quartzite not used in building,
Stage leaves (Jte Park, N, M., for Kitzalwtntown, N. M., at 9:00 A. m, dally excep"
to Edson feldspar in 1910 is issued as an ad231.
in
flint
according
and
1910,
Phone
Those hot flashes are just so many calls from nature for
ondsys, fare ii uu one way $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free,
ReS. Bastin, of the United States Geolog- vance chapter from "Mineral
y. S. train lea vos Dos Melius, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from the
help. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound was
A
ical Survey, showed a decrease of 53 sources of the United States."
tb at 4:38 a m
prepared to meet the needs of woman's system at this
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
per cent in quantity and of 22 per cent copy may be obtained from the Direc- :. G. REDMAN,
in value, as compared with 1909, the tor of the Geological Survey at Wash- F. M, WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
trying period of her life.
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
total quantity produced in 1910 being ' ington, D. C.
If this period is safely passed through the prospect wjll
Superintends?.
Oil Fields.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
63,577 short tons, valued at $193,757.!
be
good for a long period of sound health and comparative
These figures do not include the large The United eta tes Gteological) Survey
immunity from disease.
amount of auartz in building, mold has just issued, as Bulletin 452u a re'
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
ing, and glass sand, building stone, port on "The Lander and Salt Creek
-Attorneys-at-LaHere isProof that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Oil
Practice In tie Distri t Court as etc. Quartz of the kinds mentioned ruff Fields,C. Wyoming," by E. G. Woouof purand
H. Wegemann.
this period:
Compound may be relied upon
well as before the Supreme Court of is used for a great variety
poses, principally in the manufacture
Practically all the devolopment in
the territory.
YOUR FREIGHT
Alton Station, Ky. "I want other suffering women
New Mexico. of wood filler, pottery, paints, and the Lander field, says Mr. Woodruff,
Las Cruces,
to know what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
scouring soaps. In pottery quartz has been confined to the southeastern
serves to diminish shrinkage in the district, along Little Popo Agit River
has done for me. . For months I suffered from female
C. W. G. WARD
body of the ware; it is used also in in the vicinity of Dallas. The history
troubles in consequence of my age, and thought I could
fco, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NSW
Territorial District Attorn y
many glazes. ' Quartz for these pur- 'of this iield
For San Miguel and Mora Counties poses should be nearly free from Iron- - than that of is far more interesting MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Tacaca
not live. I wrote you and after talcing Lydia E. Pinkham's
any other oil field in WvNew Mexico.
Las Vegas,
minerals.
ground
for
Finely
bearing
here Bonneville discovered
oming,
Vegetable Compound I feel like a new woman. I thank
in paints to increase oil in 1833. From the date of Bonne-th- e
is
used
quartz
Mrs. Emma
Chas. R. Easley
Chas. F. Easley.
you so much for the good it has done me."
resistance of the paint to the ville's visit to 1867 the oil spring
&
EASLEY.
No.
R.
R.
Alton
EASLEY
Station,
THE
Ky.
EAST
Bailey,
weather. In scouring soaps and
unknown except to hunters and
, IT
11
ITT'i,
j
Attorneys at Law.
meaicine was a Diessmg to
ishers ground crystalline quartz is ' trappers who frequented the locality to
wis. "Your
is.ewasKum,
before
and
courts
Practice in the
beto
silica sand, not only
me in my sickness at Change of Life. I cannot describe
preferred
procure the oil for medicinal-purposLand Department
cause of its greater angularity but .be-- In 1883 and 1884 three oil wells were
what I suffered for five long years from headache, backache,
OR
BEST
Land grants and titles examined.
cause of its superior whiteness. Mas-- . drilled, all of which were
productive,
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan- - sive
dizziness, no sleep, palpitation of heart and irregularities
quartz, crushed and graded to but on account of keen competition
cla, N. M.
which are common at that period and sometimes continue
various uegrees ui uueuess, is exieu- irom tne eastern oil producers the
the
in
used
sand
of
manufacture
sively
first
for weeks at a time.
oil
Wyoming
WEST
ROUTE
company had to
E. C. ABBOTT
paper and sand belts, as a scouring abandon its enterprise. For some time
' I have been cured by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Attorney-at-Lawith stand-blas- t
apparatus, etc. the wells remained packed, but the oil
Practice in the District and Su agent,
Compound in dry form. I am 54 years old and can do all
Much ground quartz is used in filters, that flowed from the wells
through
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful aim some
. ieaKs was utilized to some
me
most
oi
puiver-my work." Mrs. Carl Dahlke, Kewaskum, Wis.
extent by
uneiy
attention given to all business.
Ized grades are used in tooth powders the ranchers for miles around as a lnh.
New Mexico
Far rates and full informatkw address
Santa Fe,
If you want 'special advice write to Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.
and in place of pumice as a cleaner by ricant and by the gold mines and flour
dentists.
mills for steam
.& P. Agent.
G. W. PRICHARD
EUGENE FOX, CLP.
erations at the wells have been resum- Within
recent
El Paso Texas.
Law
years
at
and
crystalline
Counsellor
Attorney
d on a more extensive scale.
Chicago; George P. Allen, Hodges;
Practice in all the Dhtrlet Court' quartz and also sand has been used to
H. F. Robinson, H. P. Warner, AlbuTne N is adapted to several uses.
some
extent
In
sil-the
manufacture
of
and give? special ateiitkn to cases
11 forms an. excellent fuel
querque; C. G. McQuaide, Chicago.
before the Territorial Supreme Court. icon and of alloys of silicon with iron
.comparing
Palace.
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M. (ferrosilicon,) copper, and other met-- lavraoiy with the Texas or California
C. C. Murray,
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
als. Ferrosilicon is largely made in oUs and is now employed for that nur- Pittsburg; H. C.
C. A. Carruth,
Is effective for coughs and colds in
in
Denver;
Buerger,
po8e
the
all
the
electric
furnace
Practically
by using coke to
HARRY D. MOULTON
development
either children or grown persons. No
reduce the quartz to the metallic state worK m lne Little Popo Agie district,
Coronado.
opiates, no harmful drugs. In the
and some iron ore or scrap iron to al-- . Sonle of it can be used in its raw
J. B. Honsinger,
Denver; Julian yellow package. Refuse substitutes.
Attorney-at-Laloy with the silicon. Ferrosilicon has state as a lubricant, though in gener-VIA
been employed in the manufacture of 81 11 18 not suitable for that Duroose. Martinez, City; J. S. Chavez, Taos; For sale by all druggists.
steel as a deoxidizer and to prevent As tne oil contains a heavy asphalt C. A. Smith, Socorro.
Montezuma.
Chance to Marry Worth $10,000.
the tormation of blowholes in steel In-- . oase 11 18 good tor oiling roads
Santa Fe, N. M.
Perhaps one of the most interestina
Miss Gladys Ronshaka at Denver
gots. Quartz may also be fused in the
Eugene L. Wirt, Dulce; Edward A.
electric furnace to make tubes, cruel- - wlls In tne Salt Creek oil field is one Mann, George Curry, Albuquerque; has asked $10,000 damages in a suit
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
bles, dishes, and other articles which drilled In 1910 which struck oil under A. Porterfield. City; Trix Piatt, B. againsjt (the Forward Laundry for
a
and
Land
Claims
Contests
Specialty
(Scenic Line of the World)
can be used for certain purposes in Pressure in shale at a depth of 1,176 Nye, City; H. H. Smith, Denver; losing her chance to marry because
the chemical laboratory instead of feet. This well yielded an unusually Charles H. Kohn, Montoya; V. W. of the amputation of her right hand
WILLIAM McKEAN
Moore, Herman Gerhardt, Tucumcari, which was caught between two red
FROM SANTA!
TO
j targe amount or oil for a shale well,
porcelain and platinum wares
Attorney-at-LaROUND
C. E. Hartley, Springer; Samuel H. hot rolls and crushed. She alleges
travels
much
more
.U
Law.
The
and
Land
slowly
of
production
Mining
through
feldspar in 1910 shale than
Jenson,
Estancia; H. H. Brook, Buck- that Manager Henry A. Twigg stood
sandstone.
Showed
fcof
a
slieht.
through
New Mexico.
np
Inrrpnso rttmy
whi
Taos,
.35
Atlantic City,
$85.35
quantities ar produced from man; B. H. Eggleston, Washington, over her, cursing her and telling her
- 1909, being 81,102 short tons, valued
a 8light crevlc or fissure is gen-an-d D. C, H. P. Pollard, Espanola; Ora that if she could not work faster she
at $502,452, a gain of nearly 5,000 tons i
H. L. ORTIZ,
erally
present. This fissure mar ha a Jones, Saguache, Colo; F. W. .Meier, should go home.
STK.nnn.
m.w
about
50.35
rnmwnHm,t
16.35
Pueblo,
Chicago,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Lao an inch, in width and
raction
showed notable in- yet
OI 8""Cient extent to contain
Practicing before all the courts in creases in lflirt nnd Pnnavii7m!o
laree
18.15
Colo. Springs,
St. Louis,
44.35 the Territory.
slight decrease. The. demand for the quan,tlties of oil and to allow the oil to
- New Mexico higher
lut we"
Santa Fe
piaiy.
grades of pottery feldsnar wa
Bulletin 452, which contains lH.i.in.
21.10
St. Paul,
50.35
Denver,
sooq, ana in Maryland a number of tions-o- f
Is the best A all medicines for the cure of diseases,
the geology and of tho nrnn..
small producers who were idle in 1909
PROBERT & COMPANY
disorders and weaknesses peculiar to women. It is the
wells
in
ing
the
a
ofr&ln-eregion,
may
be
resumed
Investment
operations.
only preparation of its kind devised by a regularly graduon
free
to
Low
application
the director
Lat ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Of the total production recorded of
ated physician an experienced and skilled specialist in
the
Geological
Survey, Washington,
the diseases of women,
.
9,612 short tons of ground material
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
is a safe medicine in any condition of tne system.
ON SALE DAILY
It
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
THE ONE REMEDY which contains no alcohol
and other Business Opportunities UNDERGROUND WATERS
i
ronrtnf lur eacn
and no injurious
JUNE 1 TO SEPTEMBER 30, LIMIT OCTOBER 31.
drugs and which
county separately,
OF SOUTHERN MINNESOTA. so
throughout Taos county.
creates no craving for such stimulants.
that the well driller may
deter
Furnished.
Bank References
mine with some degree of accuracy
THE ONE REMEDY so good that its makers
New Mexico. Report of United States Geological to
Tickets and Reservations at . . . New Mexican Building or Union Depot Taos,
what depth he must go to obtain
are not afraid to print its' every ingredient on
Survey Describes Quality and
nuier.
each outside bottle -- wrapper and attest to the
Wells
Contaminated
Quantity.
DR. C. M. RILEY,
Domestic Water Supply Contamln
v
truthfulness of the some under oath.
Veterinary Physician and 8urgeon.
ated.
The United States Geological Sur
, .
.
who hasntit can
dealer
t
rpu
sold
end
It
is
ot
medicine
dealers
any
Graduate
Veterinary vey has
McKillep's
everywhere,
by
lm investigation developed the
just issued Water-Smmiget it. Don't take a substitute of unknown composition for this medicine 09
fact that the domestic water-supp- ly
College of Chicago.
Paper
256, "Geology
and Under- for most of
known composition. No counterfeit is as good as the genuine and the druggist
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
the village inhabitants
who says something else is "just as good as Dr. Pierce's" is either mistaken
ground Waters of Southern Minne or
a
Specialty
southern
Minn
Dentistry
or is trying to deceive you for his own selfish benefit. Such a man is nor to be
sota," by C. W. Hall, O. E. Meinzer,
corner
of
from
side
Office: East
plaza,
shallow, open wells, which, in
trusted. He is trifling with your most priceless possession your healm
and M. L. Fuller. The region descriot Frisco and Shelby Sts.
may be your life itself. See Am yon get what you ask for.
uiueuiB witnout sewer systems
bed in the report includes approxi
Phone Red 138.
s
mately the southern
of the aie necessarily near one or more pri
State of Minnesota and has an areaC
cefpJ ols- An examination
Those Who Take Foley Kidney Pills, of 28,265
'eJ?n lthse wel1" situated in
Aside from!
miles.
square
For their kidney and bladder ail the cities of
showed
Minneapolis and St Paul the """ly ainerent villages
ments, and for annoying urinary irreg- this is
an agricultural re-- ! of presence of Bacillus coli in ten
essentially
them an indication of contamina- ularities are always grateful both for gion.
,
1911,
the quick and permanent relief they
9, 10, 11,12,
The purpose of the investieatlon uon Dy numan or other animal ex.
creta. This situation is an
tonic and which was conducted in
afford, and for their
argument
cooperation
strengthening effect as well. Try Fo- with the Minnesota State Board of iur mgner ideals of cleanliness and
Bumiauon
all
Pills.
For
in
the
sale
by
ley Kidney
villages embraced
Health, was to determine to the fullest
me investigation. Everv commn.
practicable extent the principal facts in
is
it
in
stated, should aim to nro- regard to the underground wa- nity,
cure an adequate and safe source of
Notice for Publication.
:
terstheir
mineral
head,
quantity,
EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
'
water
Y
to Install an efficient
(07533. )
quality,
sanitary conditions, and system supply,
of water-work- s
with mains
Copy to forest supervisor, . Pecos, depths beneath the surface as well
as the best methods of drilling to reacning every home, and to ron.
N. M.
struct
an
them and finishing wells for their
approved and extensive sys
Department of the Interior,
Write for Premium List and Program.
tem 01 sewers, v
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., utilization, and to consider all other
via Ogden, $56.50.
Cold Water Not
Necessarily
June 13, 1911. questions relating to their recovery Clear,
Pure.:.
Notice is hereby given that Jacinto for human use.'
ine report, a copy, of which may
A question in which, nearly all
ISAAC BARTH,
JOHN B. McMANUS,
$62.50
Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on June
are interested, says the be obtained free on application to
9, 1906, made Homestead No. 9530, for communities
me
Director
of
the
Sur.
Geological
is
President.
whether flowing wells can
Secretary-Manage- r.
sec. 35, township 15 N, range report,
NE
vey at Washingtan, D. C, states that
11 E, has filed notice ot intention to be obtained by drilling to considerme people should be educated in the
able
Much
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depths.
r
to
optimism
estabmake final
proof,
elementary
principles of snmtatinn
in
to
this
prevails
regard
subject.
lish claim to the land above described,
towns have at one time or an- When once they comprehend that In
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
years next preceding the survey of before register or receiver, U. S. Land Many
other borne the loss of expensive drinking the "clear, cold" water from
Small Holding Claim No. 3241013809 tne township, viz:
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 21st
private wells they are
drilling at places where there was no meir snaiiow
of
the
1911.
Ramon Garcia de Garcia, J. J. Sala-zar- , day of July,
Department
Intertojy
me oacterlaladeh seepage
iiuinomg
real
of
and
flows,
prospect
obtaining
United States Land Office.
Claimant names at witnesses:
Pulidor Martinez, Noberto Garand
are likely to suffer in the from their privies or
.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 10, 1911.
Hilarlo Garcia, of Santa Fe, N. M.; others
cia, all of Cuba, N. M.
same
way unless they are properly when, furthermore, they understand
Notice is hereby given that the folN.
DemTeofilo
of
M.;
that better conditions are within
Herrera, Lamy,
Any person who desires to protest
lowing named claimant has filed no- against the allowance of said proof, erio Ribera, ot Pecos, N. M.; Jesus informed. It is by no means ne- their reach,
they will be ready to
cessary that every village or city do their
tice of his intention to make final or who knows of any substantial rea Lopez, of Pecos, N. M.
in the work of improve
part
should
1st
drill
order
to
in'
a
well
deep
proof in support of his claim under son under the laws and regulations of
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ment.
learn
obtained
can
be
whether
flows
sections 16 and 17 of the act ot March the Interior.
such
Register.
Even" where there are no prospects
Department why
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854). as amended
for flowing wells,': the question of
proof should not be allowed will be
by the act ot February 21, 1893 (27 riven an
at the aboveKidney Diseases Are Curable.
oooortunity
head
is
If the water riwill
and
said
that
proof
Stats., 470),
e
under certain conditions. The right ses fromimportant'.
wumwea ana momia mow
mentioned time and place to
the deeper than from .the
about tb wonderful
be made before XJ. S. Commissioner
must
claim
medicine
be
of
before
taken
said
dis
the
witnesses
the
(MARVELWhlrllnoSpray
shallower
the
that
is
it
beds,
important
Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. M., on
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal ease has progressed too far. Mr, Per community should know it The inReturn limit, Sep
Dates of Sale, June 27th to 30th, July 1st to 5th.
July 17, 1911, viz.: Manuel Garcia de of that submitted by claimant.
uni. 11 (mm
ry A Pitman, Dale, Texas., says: "I formation obtained as the result of
r
IU7.
1911.
Liberal
Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn,
tember 15th,
.
Privileges.
,
was down in bed for four months with the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
investigation gives ample data
' 4
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3241, tract
and
bladder
trouble
Register.
and
kidney
for
tor
most
gall
21
1
'definitely
R.
T.
W,
determining
N.,
in Sees. 20 and 29,
For further particulars call on
stones. One bottle of Foley's Kidney communities whether or not there Is
'
fl.
'He names the following witnesses
LUTZ,
on earth Try Remedy cured me well and sound." any prospect of obtaining ; flowing
want
If
anything
you
any agent of the Santa Fe
td prove bit actual continuous adverts
ad.
want
Ask
Mexican
it.
New
for
all
a
For
sale by
druggists. wells. These data are given in the
possession of said tract for twenty
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State Fair
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ALBUQUERQUE,

October
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EXCURSIONS
San Francisco, $45.20
Returning

--

'

Returning via Portland,

June 27 to July

five-yea-

barn-yard-

s,

June

Every

cross-examin-

I7c:a

toll.

Los Angeles, San Diego, $35.20

-

.

5, Aug. 7

August 14th to 17th.
to September 30th, $41.90

Portland, Seattle and Tac6ma
Direct Routes,

$55.00

.Stop-Ove-
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rosette to cover the Joining.
Such &
among the
are sewing cases; bag is pretty in green or brown suede
lined with gay silks, or in linen with
"companions" our grandthem. a cross stitch or floral design emmothers called
ball
It
kill
to
kill
the
doesn't
Heine Zimmerman rapidly ia showTrying
These can be little rolls broidered on all but the center secas often as it kills batting averages.
ing "he is there."
equipped to tuck tion, which forms the bottom. Old
out
smashed
a
in
the In a satchel fully
Goode has a finished style
longFred Merkle
make handsome
for
traveling, a small pieces of brocade
distance home run at New York.
outfield, judging fly balls well and ma- work bag to hold a bit of
seams covered with gold
the
bags,
embroidery,
Babe Adams appears to be pitching king no fuss about getting under them. a
to have materials in cord, which is also used for hanger.
hanging
Thus far all the heavy hitting of readiness forbag
the brand of 1909 ball this season.
Add a tassel on each point.
odd jobs and a collapsiTeams may win and teams may New York teams has been done away ble tor that can be
flattened out for
on
trainithe
forever.
home
in
from
but
southern
lose,
Tigers growl
mostly
packing.
"VANITY BOX" MOST USEFUL
Young Wheat of Brooklyn prom- ng.
For the roll cut bronze leather into
"Tris" Speaker, the Red Soz run
ises to give Frank Schulte a race for
b strip six inches wide and twelve Duty of Every Woman to Preserve
maker, believes that the best kind of Inches
lugging honors this season.
lined with flowered silk
Her Looks to the Very Best of
"The White Sox made nearly as a batting average is one that Is built In the long,
same proportions and bound
Her Ability.
many hits this year as they did In while team mates are on the sacks.
with
brown
two
braid.
Make
silk
the whole season of 1906," said one
Nashville, Tenn., is crowing over circles of
two
in
Inches
pasteboard
Men carry as a constant joke the
fan.
the fact that Sunday ball can be
diameter with leather and silk. Sew fact of the women folks
having with
Johnson, the Highlanders' shortstop, played there now. It Is twenty-eigh- t
who has been shy on the batting end, years since such a thing was possible the strips around them to make a them their little vanity box. Now, as
On
for
the
flap
long
spools.
pocket
a matter of reason a voraan has as
woke up and batted out a home run before.
for much
off Hall of Boston.
The unconditional release handed sew notched leaves of flannel
right to carry a vanity box,
into
stitch
and
it
beyond
wnicn makes ner appearance a mat
Scout Fred Lake of the Browns is Sam Leever by the Pittsburg club needles,
ribwide
ter or importance, as a man has to
around
the Eastern marks the end of the big league ca compartments a half inch
bon to nold scissors, bodkin, thimble, shave himself.
league at present, but he has not dug reer of one of the veterans who has
stiletto. Fasten lengths of ribbon to
A woman only shows her good sense
done much for the Pirates.
op any players as yet.
end for tying the case when In trying to preserve her good looks.
Anti-fa- t
The Philadelphia fans say that
producers have been trying tie
for it is quite easy to look a fright
Hans Lobert is a much better third for years to reach Clyde Engle, but rolled.
work box may be if one Is a little lax in
It does the handy man of the Red Sox has a A collapsible
Backer than Eddie Grant.
touching up.
The men of late have been carrying
treatment of his own. His early sea- made from a five inch square of card
seem that way lntthe score so far.
board and two
squares, one m the tops of their hats a tiny mirror
Del Gainor, the new first baseman son speed is a testimonial.
In which they can note if their hair is
At least Fred Parent left Chicago for the outside of suede, glazed leath
of the Tigers, seems to be a real ball
er, velvet or cretonne; the other of unmussed, collar and tie correctly adplayer. He has made good with the something by which to remember him.
His last game with the White Sox figured plain silk for Inside.
Detroit fans and Manager Jennings.
justed, etc., and so forth; so why
Insert the small square between the should women act surreptitiously In
In
a
was
such
was:
who
phenom
Altlzer,
AB. R. H. SB. SH. P. A. E. two pieces of material and stitch their use of the vanity box, which is
the American association, has' been
unable to fathom the wiles of the Parent, ss.. 5 1 3 0 0 2 S C closely around it. Round off corners a necessity to her well being if she
Suggestion for the baseball players' of bag and bind with ribbon or silk considers her beauty of any account
wajor leaguers. Downey is now on the
of an inch wide. whatever?
brotherhood: As long as the White braid,
Job.
And what woman wouldn't be beauTo the center of two of the sides
An Amherst colglan who knew Rats refuse to appear on the stage
Henry as a catcher says that if it were with baseball players, why not get out sew pockets of the lining material, tiful?
So do not be backward in putting to
not for the fact that Henry would injunctions preventing vaudeville ar and on the other two sections put a
grow too fat waiting for a chance to tists from producing alleged baseball needlebook of leaves of flannel and a good use your vanity box, whether concealed In purse, or chatelaine, or In
d
!
pin cushion..
replace Street the youngster would be plays and other sketches supposedly small
I a
Sew
worthy performer In bis old position. based on out of door sports?
strips ot ribbon, two the top of the umbrella handle, for It
Is to your materia! interest.
I NEWPORT
TENNIS DATES SET SIGNAL FOR HONUS WAGNEJB to each corner, placing them about
s
Attractlvenes is
of the
An inch in each side of the rounded
These when tied draw the ma- battle in the conquest of the other
edge.
York
New
Giants
of
McGraw
Championship to Begin Manager
terial into shape, throwing the ful- sex.
Tells Pitcher Marquard to Give
There on August 21 Players to
ness on Inside of box. A little pracBe 8ent to Australia.
Plttaburger "Anything."
tice with paper will make the idea
plain.
seof
"The
their
have
Is
date
the
21,
signals
giants
Monday, August
It Is so useful to have near the re
own, and not a team has ever even
lected for
championship
table some sort of sewing
dressing
said
come
onto
near
to
Newthem,"
getting
tennis tournament opening at
pitcher. "We equipment that the little hanging
Both high and low neckwear is beport Though the 1911 contest will be Rube" Marquard, Giant
Covoff In so many case will surely be acceptable.
shown in the new styles.
played on the Casino courts, as It has tell what's coming
ing
three
of
cardboard
an
er
oblong piece
been for the last forty years, another words, too.
broMany French
handkerchiefs are
"The old style of lifting caps, tug by five Inches with dark flowered
movement is on foot to take the anTo middle of top embroidered in delicate colors.
or
ribbon.
cade
one
on
foott
next
at
belts, standing
year. ging
nual event to Philadelphia
Rosettes in novel shapes are fash
sew a small needlebook of pinked
Newport won only after a bitter strug and then the other, and gripping the flannel with a silk or raffia top. Un- ioned of straw with centers of
silk.
gle and the opposition to the fashion- bat is obsolete with us. We use the derneath stitch a
For belts, the
strip or ribbon to
able watering place will be united next mute language which Dummy Taylor
are used in leather and silk.
hold scissors, and at one side a tiny
year under Karl Behr and Lyle EL Ma- - taught us when he was with the team. pouch for the thimble. Fasten hang- stripes In
Cluny,
bandings, is very popular
tan.
ers of some ribbon at top of case.
for trimming the bottoms ot the new
In the National Lawn Tennis associ
Four spools of thread are attached skirts.
atlon meeting Dr. Philip B. Hawk car
to the case by short lengths of ribbon
Prominent among the trimmings
ried a motion that the three best play
or cord knotted at one end so the are the dashing effects in quills and
ers available be sent to Australia In
end
rosettes.
spool does not slip off, the upper
quest of the Davis International chalsewed to each corner of the case so
The new marquisette waists are
lenge cup. The details were left to a
the spools hang down. Have black lovely. Many of them are embroidered
committee to be appointed. The proand white silk, and black and white In colors.
posed dual matches with England were
cotton.
Many skirts show tunics that are
turned over to the executive commit
Another little hanging case may be buttoned over at one side under rows
tee.
made ot a strip of raffia an inch wide of buttons.
The delegates also decided to place
and Ave inches long, from which are
Striped and dotted rainproof foua penalty on any prearrangement of
suspended scissors, a thimble case, s lards are very attractive for hoods
the draw:
needlebook and spools of thread.
for motoring.
"Infraction of the rule requiring a
A dainty small workbag
can be
The season's poke hats have seen
random draw renders a club or other
made In melon shape. Cut pasteboard ardently taken
up by fashionable
organization liable to loss of their
In five oval pieces measuring six women who motor.
tournament the following years, except
Inches across the center, the widest
New skirts are over two inches
that In competitions between nations,
part, Taper to point at each end. wide, but heavily weighed at hem to
states, cities, clubs and similar bodies,
Cover each piece with flowered silk maintain straight lines.
where the competition is between such
on outside and plain on inside, allowWaistcoats or vests, some with,
bodies and not between players as InHans Wagner.
some without, revers are seen in
ing a half Inch for turning in.
dlviduals, players may be placed In
When the pieces are finished join many of the new coats.
such manner as may be agreed upon
"Manager McGraw has shortened
For tailored suits a novel material
by the management of the competi the sign talk to letters for quick work, the sections edge to edge by overwhen they form a melon-bape- d Is "aero raye." It Is not so heavy
tions."
When he wants the
played casting,
bag. Fasten a ribbon to the as cheviots or serges and conjee In
he flashes H-- from the coaching line.
for a hanger and add a small
points
post attractive colorings.
means
on.
so
L
The
and
Backs
Madden
delayed steal,
Soprano.
Proposing a big sweepstakes race, other teams know what we use, but
which will bring together some of the the Giants are so speedy no other play
est trotters In training next season, era can catch on.
"I was up against it the first time
John E. Madden the other day threw
down the gauntlet In behalf of Soprano I faced Hans Wagner. I looked at
(2:07) by posting his check for $500 McGraw on the bench. He flashed
to bind a race lor $1,000 a comer, open back A. Hans hit a high fly, which I
to all trotters, except TJhlan (1:68) thought was lucky for me, because 1
didn't know what ball bothered him,
and The Harvester (2:01).
The race is to be trotted over the I asked McGraw what A stood for.
- 'Anything,' he replied. That
track that will add most money to the
takes. Mr. Madden's stipulation n Dutohman has hit every kind of a ball
a mile. Just give him anything and
for mile heats, best three In five.
Horsemen regard the defl as being trust to luck and the fielders."
aimed especially at Joan (2:04),
holder of the world's record for four- Yield to English Polo Players.
tear- - olds.
W. A. Hazard, secretary of the National Polo association, has cabled to
Richards Badger CoschT
It was rumored around the campus the Hurllngham club of England acSaturday night that one of the men cepting the conditions of that club
that Is being considered for football that if an International match was decoach for 1911 is John Richards, the sired this year It should be played
former Badger track, and football star prior to June 10. Mr. Hazard suggest
ed May 31 and June $ and 7 as the
of the '90s.
Richards has had considerable suc dates tor the games. It to believed
cess with his teams in the west and this removes the last obstacle In the
to at the present time principal of the arrangement of the InlssasBonsI
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Doll's Outfit

D
--

YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY,
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

ments in its local papers.
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that advertising pays. That is, if it is done right.
PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a 'yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.
YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
them is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the
right goods at the right price.
THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
NON-PROGRESSI-

.

Mont., high school.

a day

filta Mexican"

goes into fbe
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches

TThe

Query post office in

Jen Mexico

'

THE MAJORITY VERDICT.

1

This high flying
In the air.
And the story
Of Its glare.
Are gnat winnings
Possibly:
Let 'em get It
None for me!
-

Oil

When men fly 'rouad
Like a bird.
There's no envy
In me stirred;
Though twist dues
Swift they be,
Ball or steamer
Qtve to me,

I

am wining
They are heroes
For tamo Bt.
But the sky
Unsteady be,
This earth's good
Enough for me.

we show a group of pretty, practical underclothing for a
In height; we also show a little .sailor dress with
skirt and a reefer Jacket to match. The dress and Jacket
f course, be made la navy blue serge or cloth, the underclothing
calico or cambric
v

HERE

.

To admit

1

Wrong Impression.

hear your violin several times a
day," remarked the man who had Just
moved In. "You seem to be trying to
learn to play the Instrument"
The Artist You've got that to
"Gosh, no!" said the next-doo- r
Just Her Way.
painting hung upside neighbor; "I'm trying to break myHave pressionisqo
v
"CaHsta to so " romantic!
.
down.
:
self of wanting to play It!"
you beard the latest about herr
The Art Exhibitor Don't
'
"No."
much difference.
Nobody cat
A Changed Hope. "
"She's going to marry her father's head nor tail out ot it
"1 havtnt recently; heard yon exchauffeur.
"Whatl his namsT
pressing the hope that your rich old
ancle might shuffle off."
"O, ate doesn't know yet: she hasn't
he's
ifikkad hhn out 8he to waiting for a
"No. He married a young woman
Or Ineeeat;
mot long ago, and Far busy hoping he
youag m4 good loouag one to eon
Be fc tenia her eyes- ay. lire forever." 4

'

v

pays to

"tin

doll 18

fc

atertiise

Esieacr

pleated
would,
la fine

Wisdom of Father.
Daughter But I cant understand why you object to Clarence,
father. Isnt it better to dwell la a
cottage with the man 1 love than to
dwell In a palace with one I hate?
Wise Father Certainly, my dear;
but Clarence hasn't the oottage,

i

Pretty

A Helpful Suggestion.
Why don't yon propose to her by telephone?
Mr. Hoamley Maybo the wouldn't
know who I was.
Miss Canning Exactly; that might
help jroar chances.
.

Miss Cunning

n7

J-
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n

'
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Andrews "Cash" n
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cost $445,000. Hendrie & Bolthoff of FIERY BILLOWS SWEEP CANADA.
Denver were given the contract for '
THE
UP.
the machinery..,
(Continued from Face one.)
Orangemen Denounce Home Rule
Fifteen thousana orangemen gath-- j which was threatened yesterday by
ered at Belfast, Ireland,' today and forest fires, that invaded., the town,
Santa Fe, N. M.t July 13.
denounced. Home Rule for Ireland was saved from destruction by the
'
Mexico Generally
For New
then resolved that it would be orous work of the people there, aided
cloudy with local showers tofiremen sent from Bay city and
disastrous for ireiand to be separat-bnight or Friday; not much
ed from the home government.
Graling.
change in temperature.
Given Big Reception The Denver; conditions throughout the northern
X X
X X X
S S
and Durango businessmen and Rio part 0f tne state are stm serious and
Grande officials who visited Farm-- ! wil continue so until there are rains,
See our 25c window at Goebels.
ington, San Juan county, were given a No towns are reported In immediate
two
Don't Miss Them. The best yet. big reception.
They spent
danger however.
Those pictures at the Elks tonight.
hours at Farmington
where Frank
Le Grand surrounded.
.
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital btapnn, Mayor w. a. wunier, auj.
Detroit. Mich.. July 13. The forest
City Dairy. Milk and cream always on M. Edwards and Wm. Butler represent- - fire situation throughout
Northern
hand. Phone Black 188.
ed the businessmen,
at Aztec, the Michigan appears to be generally to
:
Four Hours Late No. 10 Is report-- visitors were met by a commiuee
;
today with tne wind dropping
ed four hours late, and the mail from eluding W. Goff Black, C. S. Bailey, beow ten mli8 an hour in most
e
j the
south will not arrive until 6:30
Bunker; Fred Townsend, C. C. jtions Tbe vjnage 0f LeGrand
and others.
on No. 1. What the cause of the trou
ovpr. in Shebovean county, is renort- Still It Rains This forenoon the ed surrounded by flames with comble remains to be ascertained, but
eVl A1
m
In
i
AO.
mi ir
"in titi, n n iceuiai
cut on.
ut is presumed tneye are wasnouis
6ujwas all satur-- 1 'mumcation
since
earth
the
the
pecially
Hillman
havoc
with
have
Threatened,
played
jvhich
train schedules. The Santa Fe ran a ' ated by a slow but, continuous drizzle
Hillman, in Alpena county, Is also
'
was
accompan- ga;Q to be threatened today. A re- during the night which
stub here from Lamy.
A Money Maker is offered in to- - ied by vivid flashes of lightning and p0rt from Grand Rapids tells of the
j
day's advertisement of the Santa Fe loud peals of thunder toward the death of a woman and two wood
i Abstract,
More showers are predicted choppers in Antrim county and the
and Insurance south.
Realty
agency. Any one interested in real for tonight and tomorrow. The precip- - as returns are received from isolated
j estate take notice.
itation the past 24 hours was only a districts. At Au Sable and Oscada,
Thrill anybody but little over a quarter of an inch, or to a patrol of the Lake Huron beach has
Fire Alarms
how much easier for those who carry be exact, ;29 Of an Inch, but it seemed been organized to search for theSee Moulton-Esp- e
of victims who have drowned
insurance.
much more. The maximum tempera-Ue- s
ture yesterday was 77 degrees and the when driven into the water by tan
Hearing Arguments Judge John R. minimum 57 degrees. The realtive hu- - flames. Women and children stood
McFie spent today listening to the ar--' midity had dropped to 53 per cent at in the lake and in some ; instances
guments in the Smith Ricker case 6 p. m., after having been in the 80s three and four hours, submerging
themselves "when the heat became
which has had his attention for the for several da vs.
too intense for endurance. Gonzales Rifled Cash Registert
past few days.
Company F, Attention Company a, Manuel Gonzales, who said that he
First Regiment, New Mexico National wag fr0m New Mexico, was arrested NEW POOL TABLE :
at
IS THING OF BEAUTY.
Guard, will meet tonight at the arm- - in the Dingham Grocery store
ory. This will probably be the last Denver while in the act of rifling the
and the
For Invalids,
meeting before the encampment, July cash register last night.
A Real Drama With
Well Guests of St. Vincent's
everything
Does Any One Read Advertisements? set "for a thrilling moving
Sanitarium.
picture
The New Mexican published an adver- scene, Albert Dreysten jumped into
tisement this week that a local firm Grasmere Lake, New York, to" save A billiard table, in Mission style, is
had money to put out on good security. a drowning actress. He failed to the latest acquisition of St. Vincent's
The following day the telephone wires rise and was drowned. Moving pic- sanitarium and the expert cue holders
were kept hot, not only here in the tures were taken of the rescue of the say it is a work of art. And it looks
city but from Santa Cruz, Algodones body.
it.
and other points, where readers of
The table "was presented the. sisters
the New Mexican had read the adver-- POSTMASTER BURKE
by Former Governor Miguel A. Otero
tisement and were interested in it suf-UNDERGOES OPERATION.! ' and Postmaster Edward C. Burke, who
f iciently to make inquiry without de-are hying at the sanitarium. It is of
Hon. E.S;C.' Burke, postmaster of the latest style, is four and a half by
lay.
All a big laugh. Those 'pictures at Santa Fe, underwent a minor opera--! nine feet and is known as the protes-th- e
Elks tonight.
tion this morning at St. Vincent's sional Balke billiard table. It came
Contract for Farmington Water Sanitarium. At first it was thought1 from Chicago and was selected by W.
in his r riwver under the directions of
System The contract has been let that it could be performed
lor the Farmington, San Juan county room in the new building but later Messrs Otero and Burke.
Municipal Water system, which will it was decided to hold it in the oper
The table has been placed in a room
ating room.
on the first floor of the new building
Mr. Burke was cheerful before and is conveniently reached from the
92.. .Phone. .,92
going under ether and said that one parlor and dining room. The room
of his lungs was giving him unusual will be finished in Mission style t6
trouble but that he hoped he would match.
'
HAYWARD
feel better in a few days. He was
Mr. Burke superintended the work
afmore interested in the weather
of unpacking the table yesterday alfecting the base ball team's, game in though he was feeling rather badly
Dawson than in the work- the sur- and knew
he would have to undergo a
geons were going' to do and he said surgical
today. Mr. Burke
operation
at being is a billiard enthusiast
"I am greatly disappointed
and at straight
unable to accompany the team
TO-MORRbillards has run a score of 512, stopping then from exhaustion. He has
with Sutton, world's champion
Lots
in
SALE
FOR
Mahaffey played
City
1910
in
and figured conspicuously in
HAYWARD
Tract, on Buena Yista, Avenue, prices short-stotournaments.
and terms reasonable, by. the Easley
noted bll- Otero is also
Governor
Company.
Realty

ROD!

DAILY

!

M.

vig-an- d

y

GROCERY, BAKERY and MARKET.

i

s

WHAT WOULD YOU RATHER HAVE,
I OAF OF RRFAO That has been sh'P5ed in and is 48
hours old when you get it or would
you rather phone ANDREWS and get a loaf that is warm
when it reaches your home, if by so doing you can get better
BREAD and at the same price?
A

Patronize

HOME INDUSTRY

,

j
,

i

and you will find that we are there with the Goods

sec-Fre- d

6 LOAVES FOR 25 CENTS.

Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

how-Pierc-

...

Phone No.4.

...

11

TIT O

-

L

...

-

j

Turquoise, Laveliers,

Hard player and Mr. Burke says he Is
one of the best In the southwest. "Fifteen or twenty years ago the governor
and hia brother Page Otero, were unequalled as b.lliard players anywhere
in the southwest," said Mr. Burke.
MANY SOLDIER8 HAVE
SETTLED DOWN IN TEXAS.

San Antonio, Texas, July 13. Many
soldiers whose time has expired during the presence of the maneouver division, at Fort Sam Houston have decided to remain in Texas. One hundred,
or more,, have seen the opportunities
here and purchased real estate. Som3
have bought near this city aria others
have gone to various parts' of the
southwest section of the state and beThe fact that
come land owners.
many soldiers, at the close of an enlistment, have money enough to make
the initial payment on a piece of land
disproves the frequent statement that
all privates in the regular army leave
the service "broke." Some of the men
discharged here had money ranging

e

'

'

IN
We recommend Waltham Watches
because we believe them to be the
best.
Our stock oilers a wide assortment of

GOLD AND SILVER

Semi-Invali-

FILIGREE

Waliham Watches
f"It's

expla,n what constitute

good

Time You Owned a Waltham."

't

.

will

iiiow yoti the exqui-latel- y
thin, model Walthams of
tne Coiomal
Series and will
the VValtham movement
jiame
Lest su.ied to your require.

S.

SPITZ,

f oz
E

H

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware, Carpets,

J

s

Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, Etc.

--

1

IS

HIGHEST

New

GASH PRICE

MARKET

'

:

Union Lock is a Real Poultry Fence and a Money Saver

"

FRESH

UJ

i

which we will be very glad to show
you and explain' as to different
heights, weights, prices, etc.

.

Dealer in New and Second Hand

U

I

Lock Poultry Fence,

Poultry Yard dates and Galvanized
Netting Staples

'

OL

01

WE Union

1

DAVID S. LOWITZKI

405 PALACE AVE

have a complete line of

1

csats.

Never leave nome on a journey
without a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It
is almost certain to be needed and
cannot be obtained when on board the
cars or steamships.
For sale by all
dealers.

Phone, Black 204.

1

The Jeweler

money.

JAMES C. McCON VERY,

!

EXQUISITE DESIGNS

in sums of from ?300 to $2,700. As a
rule, however, men who have served
from three to six years have only their
"travel pay" to show for their services, v But those who have been more
frugal, many of them at least, have
profited by the mobilization here and
will remain in Texas and become a
part of that stable agricultural class
that is so rapidly making the southwest one of the most habitable parts
Aside from investoJ the country.
ments by discharged privates, many
officers, seeing the possibilities here,
have invested in real estate. It the
mobilization has done nothing more,
the advantage to the men and the increase of population of Texas by at
least 1,000 have made it worth the

Separate Colors or Mixed in Quantities to Suit.
Mail Orders Given Careful Attention.

j

J

1911.

SWEET PEAS

j

Amethysts, Opals,

JULY' 13,

-

FISH

PAID FOR
SECOND HAND GOODS

OW

'5

and Second Hand Goods Sold on Easy Payments

MARKET

p

92.. .Phone.. ..92

The

FOR SALE BY

Santa Fe Hardware

Supply Co.

Sale

tore Ihlrt Wat

Big;

&

i

Saturday, July 8, is Our lucky Day
is the Greatest Shirt Waist Sale you ever saw,
unless you have attended the Shirt Waist Sales we have held
heretofore.
LTHAT A CHANCE!

this

'S THE SITUATION-

-

WE HAVE TOO MANY SHIRT WAISTS and we want to
clean them out to make room for Fall line. We won't carry
them over, for we simply won't that's all; and we are going to
sell them at wholesale prices, as prices are
ANY
PRICE
out
to
close
them
no object, and are going
'

Come in and take your pick

--

8

but act quickly. The Shirt waist you buy will do you splendid service for' this season, and
'

will be right for next season.
The reputation of this store WILL BE YOUR GUARANTEE that everything is as represented.
.

:

:

Early Buyers Will Fare Best
,

j

-

y
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"
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